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Abstract 
 
Japanese manufacturers and in particular Toyota in the 1990s have had large amounts of 
success in the car manufacturing industry. This success has been directly attributed to a set of 
management tools and methods put in place to create operational excellence known as lean 
production.After the success in the manufacturing industry lean production principles have 
been applied to many other industries and sectors worldwide. This research investigates how 
lean production has been adapted and applied to the construction industry and more 
specifically New Zealand’s construction industry. The driving force behind the research is to 
identify whether or not lean production, which has its origins in a different industry and 
culture is applicable to New Zealand’s construction industry.   
 
Through a review of the existing literature on lean production and ‘lean construction’ as it is 
known it was established that lean ideas are implemented through many different tools such 
as the last planner system and just-in-time delivery. To establish how these tools and ideas 
have been used in New Zealand’s construction case studies were conducted of two main 
contracting companies who use lean construction was conducted. 
 
Finding showed that lean production has been adapted to the point where the lean 
implementation tools used in construction are almost exclusively specifically designed for the 
industry. Lean construction is predominantly implemented through the last planner system 
which promotes the use of almost all of the key lean ideas to various extents. Other lean tools 
and ideas are implemented at the discretion of individual construction managers. The success 
of LPS and to a lesser extent JIT indicates that given the same time to develop, potentially 
tools such as the 5S’s may also share the same success. As there is very little downside to 
using these tools an obvious suggestion would be that they can be used and perfected to gain 
an advantage in a very competitive industry. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This report primarily focuses on the ways in which lean production has been both adapted 
and implemented in the New Zealand construction industry. It specifically looks at how it is 
used by project managers and site managers working for main contractors on commercial 
construction projects.  
 
 
1.1 Background 
 
The construction industry has grown to be a very competitive industry with margins 
shrinking due to heavy competition for work. A tough economic climate has resulted in more 
competitive tendering for projects and far less negotiated contracts. Some companies are 
turning to new methods of management in order to gain a competitive advantage. Lean 
construction is a recent management method which has been tried both internationally as well 
as in New Zealand’s construction industry. 
 
Lean has its origins in the Japanese car manufacturing industry. It was made famous by a 
company named Toyota who beganto stand out from the rest in the 1990’s going from a small 
company to one of the world’s largest car manufacturers(Liker, 2004). A lot of their success 
was attributed to a set of principles developed over many years called lean production. After 
the success in the manufacturing industry lean production principles have been applied to 
many other industries and sectors worldwide. 
 
The construction industry took in lean production an attempt to emulate the success of Toyota 
in the car manufacturing industry. Lean construction as it is known now takes in the 
principles which have been used in the manufacturing industry and adapts them to suit the 
construction industry. Key differences between the two industries have meant that the lean 
users in the construction industry have not initially shared the same success as Japanese car 
manufacturers as principles cannot be directly transferred over. However lean construction is 
still early in its development and the early success of a few lean implementation tools and 
ideas indicate that it has the potential to benefit companies who adopt its principles. 
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1.2 Research intent 
 
This research aims to identify the transition from lean manufacturing to lean construction. 
Looking at what has been judged to not apply and what has been adjusted to suit to the 
construction industry. Also how it has been adjusted by New Zealand based main contractors 
to better suit what they do.  
 
This research also aims to identify how lean is currently applied to the construction industry. 
How main contractors implement lean tools and ideas through their project managers and site 
managers. Looking at what has and has not worked forentire industry as well as for New 
Zealand based commercial main contractors.  
 
A lack of proven success in the construction industry has critics split as to whether or not it 
can be applied successfully to the construction industry. So another aim of this researchis to 
be able to make judgements on how applicable lean is to the construction industry and the 
potential it has to be successful by looking at the transition of lean and its current use in the 
industry. By looking at what is currently done conclusions can be drawn as to what 
improvements can be made in regards to introducing lean tools and ideas in the New Zealand 
construction industry. 
 
 
1.3Research question 
 
The intent of this research has been channeled into answering the following question: 
 
How have lean production ideas and principles been adapted and implemented during 
the construction stage by main contractors in New Zealand’s commercial construction 
industry? 
 
The questions looks specifically at how lean implementation tools and ideas have been 
adapted for and used by project managers and site managers on construction projects. 
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1.4 Research objectives 
 
The answering of the research question has been broken down into the four different 
objectives listed below. Each of the objectives has been structured in a way that by 
adequately covering each of them, the research question is also answered. There is varying 
amounts of information needed to cover each of the four research objectives, which is 
generated from several sources. For example only a small amount of information drawn from 
the literaturewas needed on how lean was originally used by Toyota to effectively cover 
enough of the topic to meet the needs of the research question. Howeverlarger quantities of 
information from various resourceswere needed to cover both the second and third objectives 
which both have a greater bearing on the research question. 
 
1. To identify how lean production was originally used as a management tool by Toyota in 
the car manufacturing industry. 
 
2. Identify how the original ideas and principles of lean production management have been 
adjusted to suit the commercial construction industry. 
 
3. To identify which lean construction approaches have been implemented by commercial 
construction management teams based in New Zealand. 
 
4. Determine which methods that have been adapted successfully and those that have not 
been successful in the New Zealand construction industry and compare the results with 
those of the manufacturing industry. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction to literature review 
 
A major factor considered when selecting the literature used is the availability of information 
on each topic. Although there is a large amount of information currently available on how 
lean production ideas and principles are used in construction, there is no literature covering 
the third objective based on lean implementation in New Zealand. Whereas there are 
seemingly endless amounts of literature which cover the forth objective on which lean 
methods have been adapted successfully in construction.  
 
Information on the adaptation, use and success of lean construction in New Zealand will also 
be retrieved throughcollecting data from the industry to complement the literature. So another 
factor considered when selecting literature is where objectives were going covered by other 
areas research. These factors are reflected in the various pieces of literature reviewed in this 
section. The amount of literature on each topic is determined by how much is needed to 
sufficiently cover each research objective, considering both the information available and 
how much the will be covered by data retrieved from the industry. The literature has been 
taken from journals, books and conferences and is retrieved from sources based all over the 
world. 
 
 
2.2 Origins of lean production 
 
It became apparent throughout the world in the 1980s that Japanese cars were becoming a lot 
more reliable than American cars. By the 1990s Toyota began to stand out from the rest 
going from a small company to one of the world’s largest car manufacturers. Toyota was 
making cars faster, more reliable and at competitive costs even though they were paying the 
relatively high wages of Japanese workers (Liker, 2004). This was a direct result of a set of 
management tools and methods put in place to create operational excellence.  
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2.2.1 Toyotas 14 principles 
 
The Toyota production system is based a set of beliefs and methods of operating specific to 
them and developed over time. Figure 1 below shows how Liker (2004) based on 20 years of 
study on the company has broken down the foundations of Toyotas production system into 14 
principles which fit within four categories.  
 
Figure 1 - The 14 principles which make up Toyotas production system (Liker, 2004) 
 
This chart highlights the need to develop leadership and be constantly looking at new ways 
and to develop as an organisation in order to maximise the potential for minimising waste. It 
also illustrates a key difference from traditional management methods were sacrifices are 
made in the short term to correctly develop a lean culture for the future. Toyota strives to 
implement lean “from the executives up to the shop floor workers performing the value added 
work” (Liker, 2004, p. 13). Toyota puts a great amount of emphasis on being a learning 
organisation that is continuously developing, while holding on to leaders and organisational 
structures. 
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2.2.2 Lean culture 
 
The Toyota way consists of a lot more than a set of lean tools but is a culture set up to reach 
every corner of the organisation. Liker (2004) states that it has taken Toyota decades to 
develop their successful lean culture and at this stage they are still learning and developing in 
this area. Atkinson (2010) expresses the fact that companies will find it extremely difficult to 
implement lean principles if they have not paid an equal amount of attention to setting up the 
right conditions and the right culture to effect change.  If an organisation was accepting of 
change it would become far easier to install lean methods, train personnel and install common 
lean strategic thinking. 
 
Lean is an overall organisational commitment to processes of continuous improvement and 
strategic tools for solving problems which can eventually lead to an advantage amongst 
competitors. The idea of installing a lean culture before implementing lean methods and 
systems is to create a lean pull rather than a push (Atkinson, 2010). This means that the 
company wants to adapt to lean methods and is capable of using them instead of trying to 
push the methods on an organisation that is not ready. Atkinson (2010) describes a lean 
culture which should be installed as: 
 
• Management focusing on strategic business direction and relentlessly communicating 
with the supply chain as to what is expected of them 
• Energise people to achieve goals at a high and consistent standard 
• A focus on senior management commitment to lean so they all buy into the process 
• Align the stakeholders and supply chain to create a seamless process 
• Establish a matrix management culture to build a culture of continuous improvement 
 
 
2.3 Definition of lean construction 
 
Lean construction is a way of minimising wastage of both materials and labour through the 
design of production systems in order to generate the best possible value (Ballard, 
Koskela,Howell & Tommelein, 2002). After the success in the manufacturing industry lean 
production principles have been applied to many sectors such as such air and sea ship 
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building, software development, health care delivery and many more sectors worldwide. 
Interest in lean construction has grown greatly over the last few years with a lot of persuasive 
argument towards transporting the lean production principles into the construction industry. 
Ballard & Howell (2004) state that there are four main reasons for the take up of lean 
production in construction:  
 
• The success of the Toyota production system 
• Dissatisfaction with project performance 
• Establish project management on a theoretical foundation 
• Discovery of facts anomalous from the perspective of traditional thinking and 
practice. 
 
Lean construction takes the original principles from lean production and applies them to the 
construction industry. It is a new form of project management which is used as an alternative 
to tradition management methods.  Ballard & Howell (2004) describes the key characteristics 
of lean construction as “it conceives a construction project as a temporary production system 
dedicated to the three goals of delivering the product while maximising the value and 
minimising waste”(p. 39).  
 
Whereas traditional management methods ignore the goals minimising waste and maximising 
value and focuses only on the delivery of the project within the contractual requirements. It 
doesn’t just look at improving the performance of one activity or another but looks at 
improving the entire project by also paying special attention to the work flow between 
activities. Lean construction management attempts to reduce variability’s which can cause 
waste whereas when applying traditional management methods there is the belief that 
variability’s are out of the construction managers control.  
 
Waste in lean construction is described byLichtig (2006)as: 
 
• Overproduction - Producing items for which there is no need resulting in extra 
transport, staff or storage 
• Waiting - Workers waiting for directions, approval or materials who are idle 
• Unnecessary transport - Moving inventory around 
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• Incorrect processing - Poor design resulting in too much work or re-work 
• Excess inventory - Materials lying around due to work in progress or they are 
damaged 
• Unnecessary movement - Wasted employee motion i.e. looking for parts or staking 
items 
• Defects - Producing work that needs repairing or correction 
 
 
2.4 The differences between manufacturing and construction 
 
Manufacturing plants and construction sites share common elements which is why lean 
production was quickly looked at as an option in construction after its success in 
manufacturing. Both industries involve striving to deliver a quality product while having to 
manage complex operations as well as needing to earn money and stay competitive (Salem, 
2005). However it is a new environment to apply lean principles too and there are key 
differences that distinguish the two industries. Genaidy, Minkarah, Salem, &Solomon (2006) 
states that the three major differences that distinguish construction from manufacturing are 
complexity, on site production and one of a kind projects.  
 
Identifying the main differences and similarities between manufacturing and construction is 
an essential part of understanding how the principles of lean production can be transferred 
between the two successfully. By being able to recognise similar areas to manufacturing,it 
shows where lean principles can be easily moved into construction and applied to a similar 
context. Alternatively areas where further development is needed to overcome barriers 
specific to construction can be addressed if they are identified. 
 
2.4.1 On site production 
 
One of the key differences is that with manufacturing production is from a fixed position 
whereas with construction the location is changing all the time. Once complete a product of 
manufacturing can be moved whereas a product of construction is fixed in place. In 
construction the contractor must ensure that all components are erected and assembled 
correctly and are to a high quality standard. This is difficult in construction because the 
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product is highly influenced by the specific site conditions (Genaidy et al., 2006).  Because 
the manufacturing process is standardised there is little deviation in the site conditions so 
there is far less monitoring and checking which go into it. Geanaidy et al (2006) suggests that 
unlike manufacturing in construction installation and assembly are the activities which 
contribute the most to the product. 
 
2.4.2 One of a kind projects 
 
The customer’s needs and wants play a much larger role in construction as there are extensive 
amounts of alternatives which can be selected for almost every detail of the building which 
make each building project completely unique. Under guidance from the designer the 
construction customer will define their product before the project begins but can also make 
changes after the project gets under way. Whereas manufacturing takes full advantage of 
highly specialised equipment to make standardised products (Genaidy et al., 2006). Usually 
this means that the customer will have very little input and retailers may only in same cases 
be allowed to request small changes in the manufactured end product. 
 
2.4.3 Complexity 
 
In manufacturing suppliers are selected early on in the design stages and specialised facilities 
are used to allow for reliable flow of the product. With this process in constant repetition it 
becomes optimised and a fairly straight forward process which is very easy to manage 
(Genaidy et al., 2006). Whereas construction is a highly complex process with many trades 
relying on other trades and overlapping’s in the schedule making it difficult to create and 
meet schedules. Rozenfeld, Sacks, &Treckmann, (2009) adds to this point by stating that it 
“is more difficult to achieve in construction than in manufacturing, because work crews move 
continuously within a physical environment that is itself changing”(p. 1307).  
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2.5 Lean adaptation in construction 
 
The major reason for taking up a new management methods is to gain a competitive 
advantage. The main reason for using lean is to imitate the success that has been had in 
manufacturing but what must be realised is that it is being applied to a new context and if it is 
ever going to be successful the original process must be altered to suit a new industry. Capó, 
Francisco, &Hospitaler (2004) suggests that construction companies need to adapt to 
techniques used by other sectors in order to survive in a competitive market. A lot of the 
implementation of lean construction so far is based on the belief that construction is very 
similar to manufacturing but as Ballard (2005) explains “For continuing development of 
theory and practice, we must conceive construction not as a type of manufacturing, but rather 
as a type of project production system”(p. 34). This section looks at how lean techniques are 
used in manufacturing and how they have been adjusted to suit the construction industry.  
 
2.5.1 Implications of treating construction as a type of manufacturing 
 
Ballard (2005) outlines the three major implications of treating construction as a type of 
manufacturing: 
 
• There is no need for theory development 
• Line flows are equated with lean production and learning is neglected 
• Designing and value generation are subordinated to making and waste elimination 
 
Rozenfeld et al (2009) reinforces this by stating that “the physical environments and the 
contracting relationships typical of construction projects make direct application of the lean 
techniques that function successfully in manufacturing inappropriate” (p. 1307). 
 
2.5.2 Flow variability 
 
The lean concept of production levelling is a technique used for reducing waste by producing 
intermediate goods at constant rate to effectively increase the predictability and produce 
further along the line at a constant rate. This is a concept that is nearly impossible to 
implement in construction as the demand for intermediate goods is always fluctuating. This 
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has been developed as production based levelling through controlling demand levels by 
cutting the work down into smaller sections and optimising production within those sections 
(Genaidy, Luegring, Paez, Salem, &Solomon, 2004). Genaidy et al (2004) goes on to explain 
that the work is broken down into smaller time frames demand fluctuations are managed by 
making smaller adjustments to the product volume and resources allocated.  This is 
effectively done by introducing the last planner system where meetings with foremen 
involved in the work are more frequent and give a better understanding of what is needed in 
terms of product and labour. 
 
2.5.3 Process variability 
 
Automation is the lean concept that defects should not be able to flow through the process 
and action should be taken as soon as they are found to remove them from their source 
(Genaidy et al., 2004). In manufacturing this is easy to monitor through visual inspections 
which can be carried out by individual workers at their own machines. Whereas in 
construction these defects are far more difficult to find before the product is installed so the 
process is aimed at conformance. Systems are put in place on site to ensure quality is 
achieved from the beginning and relies heavily defect prevention. 
 
2.5.4 Transparency  
 
In manufacturing any resource not contributing to better performance is regarded as waste 
and is cut out of the system. Kanban cards are an example of a tool used in manufacturing to 
signal from downstream production to upstream production to produce something.The 
fiveS’s is used in construction as a tool to increase transparency from the warehouse to the 
specific work on site creating a more efficient flow of materials (Genaidy et al., 2004). 
Increased visualisation is a technique developed for construction which is used to alter the 
mind-set of the workforce by increasing their visualisation of workflow, performance targets, 
etc by posting various signs and labels around the construction site. It creates an overall 
awareness of action required in terms of eliminating non-value adding activities.  
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2.5.5 Continuous improvement 
 
Continuous improvement is associated with almost all lean construction techniques which in 
way or another drive improvement. In manufacturing the process which has the largest 
connection with continuous improvement are quality circles. Genaidy et al (2004) states that 
quality circles are designed to give workers the opportunity to actively contribute to 
continuous improvement by proposing ideas on how to overcome the largest problems in the 
work place on a regular basis. In construction this technique takes the form of daily huddle 
meetings which are used to assess monthly targets (Genaidy et al., 2004). Subcontractors 
discuss how they have progressed and make suggestions as to alternative ways of doing the 
work. 
 
2.5.6 Losses in transition 
 
Many challenges are bound to arise when applying a complex management approach to a 
new context. To date the majority of the focus when applying lean has been on how the 
production system is designed as well as planning, management and implementation “this 
narrow focus has meant that some important issues concerning the wider aspects of lean have 
been overlooked”(Jørgensen, 2008, p. 383). Jørgensen (2008) argues that issues such waste 
identification and whole life value from the wider aspects of the approach have been 
overlooked so far as key components of lean. Liker (2007) reinforces this comment by stating 
the reason for poor results when lean is used in other areas is that “companies have focused 
too heavily on tools such as 5S and just-in-time, without understanding lean as an entire 
system that must permeate an organisations culture”(p. 7). A lot of the literature on adapting 
lean principles suggests a back to basics approach in order to cover these areas before 
developing the ideas further. 
 
 
2.6 Lean implementation 
 
As previously mentioned, to date many different sectors have incorporated lean principles 
into their management methods. Within the construction industry a small percentage of 
companies worldwide have tried to apply lean and within that group the extent it has been 
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implemented by each group varies greatly. The international group for lean construction 
states that lean is now “an active force in the USA, UK, Demark, Australia, Brazil, Chile and 
Peru. Implementation also has begun in Singapore, Indonesia, Ecuador and Colombia” 
(Ballard, & Howell, 2004, p. 43). 
 
2.6.1 Lean application in construction 
 
As mentioned above the extent to which companies are using lean is greatly varied, however 
it is clear that at this stage the majority of companies are exercising the use of only one of the 
four categories shown in section 2.2.1. That category is process or (elimination of waste), 
Liker (2004) states that companies who are only using this area will struggle to make 
improvements made sustainable throughout the entire company and their performance will 
lag behind those which have adopted the complete lean culture. Some sections of the 
construction industry look set on having lean as a management technique and it has had 
enough success to date that it is becoming a part of the industry, not just a fad. The 
international group for lean construction (IGLC) has developed new ways of measuring lean 
performance which is specific to construction (Genaidy et al., 2004).  
 
A case study of a UK based construction company looking to adopt lean construction 
principles had over a three year period accumulated 27 tools or aims dedicated carrying out 
processes common to most projects in a lean manner (Dainty, Morrey, & Pasquire, 2010). 
They experimented with what lean processes had worked for them and then in order to fully 
understand them they documented the successful processes so that they could be shared and 
used again. This methods looks to be an effective way of both working lean principles into a 
company but also becoming more creating the necessary leadership and experience to 
manage lean processes.  
 
2.6.2 Barriers to implementation 
 
Geanaidy et al (2006) discusses the main differences from the manufacturing industry like 
complexity, on site production and one of a kind projects which leads to them commenting 
that “lean production theories and practices do not fully fit the construction industry”(p. 169). 
Lean production has been attempted through many industries and companies worldwide but 
few have come close to mirroring the success of Toyota. It seems apparent that with 
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transferring a management technique to a new industry and trying to apply it to a new context 
means many barriers become present.  
 
One of the key barriers to implementing lean in the construction industry is the difficulty of 
increasing value through research and training. The manufacturing life cycle is a long time on 
the market and allows for the development of competences in terms of research and training 
whereas the construction lifecycle is the length of a project (Genaidy,Paez, O, Salem, 
&Solomon, 2005). On shorter projects the lack of training and research do not provide great 
return. With the nature of construction being that personnel come and go on a project by 
project basis it also makes it difficult to develop the leadership experience necessary to carry 
what is learnt between projects and implement lean production. 
 
As previously mentioned there are large differences in the way the construction industry goes 
about eliminating defects and the way the manufacturing industry does. The quality processes 
in manufacturing are aimed at monitoring for defects then intervening because the processes 
allow it. Because of the nature of construction projects, quality processes are aimed at 
conformance with the specifications, safety regulations and environmental regulations. This 
makes the lean principle of immediately removing any defects from the process far more 
difficult. The impact of defects is also bigger in construction as Genaidy et al (2005) points 
out that there is only one final product in construction so re work is a common practice. 
 
Another noticeable barrier is the difficulty in minimising the process variability. This is much 
more challenging in construction as tasks can be carried out by the main contractor or the 
subcontractor, the supply chain is far more flexible, wages vary greatly and job security is 
low (Genaidy et al., 2005). Although this is difficult it can be minimised to some extent but it 
will never be as easy as it was in manufacturing. The manufacturing industry is much more 
stable and the scope of the work is well defined from the beginning. In construction this is 
typically far from the case.  
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2.7 Lean implementation tools 
 
2.7.1 The last planner system (LPS) 
 
Last planner system (LPS) - The LPS is a one of the main lean tools that is currently applied 
to the construction industry. It was introduced to the construction industry in 1992, it stresses 
the importance of the relationship between scheduling and production control and according 
to Genaidy, Luegring, Salem, & Solomon (2005) it is the “most completely developed lean 
construction tool”(p. 2).  It is a planning technique used to shape workflow and addresses the 
causes of variability in the construction process. The LPS displays the readiness of resources 
like materials, equipment and space to aid the lean concept of filtering the work packages to 
stabilize work flows (Rozenfeld et al., 2009). Luegring et al (2005) breaks the LPS down into 
a master schedule, reverse phase scheduling, a six week lookahead plan, a weekly work plan 
(WWP), planned percentage completed (PPC), constraint analysis and variances analysis. 
Figure 2 below demonstrates how these are used in sequence. 
 
 
Figure 2 - The last planner system sequence(Luegring et al., 2005) 
 
• Master schedule - Overall project plan used to for tendering. 
 
• Reverse phase scheduling - Scheduling technique working backwards from the 
completion date established in the master schedule. To be carried out by a team of last 
planners i.e. all construction managers involved on the project. 
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• Six week lookahead plan - Work plans based on the reverse phase schedule. Can be 
anywhere between 3 & 12 weeks in duration.  
 
• WWP - Based on both the lookahead plan and actual field conditions. It is a weekly 
production plan where communication between subcontractors is encouraged and man 
power can be adjusted to what is needed. The WWP meeting can look at a weekly 
schedule, safety issues, quality issues, material needs, construction methods and work 
flow.  
 
• PPC - Is a measurement based on the amount of planned activities that were 
completed over the total number of planned activities. From these measurements you 
can evaluate what the main constraints were holding the work back and the variation 
between what was planned and what actually happened. Figure 3 below taken from 
(Genaidy et al., 2004)demonstrates an example of constraint and variance analysis 
where you can clearly see the main reasons for incomplete work. 
 
 
Figure 3 - Constraints and variances by category (Luegring et al., 2005) 
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2.7.2 Just-in-time (JIT) 
 
JIT is a tool developed to eliminate non-value adding activities and reduce variability 
(Ballard & Howell, 1998). “Just-in-time is based on the concept that inventories are not 
valuable and should be regarded as waste; accordingly, units should be available only when 
required” (Genaidy et al., 2006, p. 169). In construction this relates to the ordering of 
materials and labour on site. It is effectively using resources as they are needed and having no 
excess resources on site. 
 
2.7.3 Increased visualisation 
 
Increased visualisation/Transparency - Making the process transparent to all involved on the 
project can require the implementation of a number of different tools. Tools such as 
electronic status boards can be used around site to show the current status of tasks as well as 
safety risk level charts to direct attention towards hazards (Rozenfeld et al., 2009). Other 
tools like 4d CAD or BIM models also help to make the process visible for all. Figure 4 
below shows how signage can be used around site to increase workers visualisation and 
awareness. 
 
Figure 4 - How signage can be use around construction sites to increase 
visualisation(Luegring et al., 2005) 
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The lean tool of increased visualisation is about “communicating key information effectively 
to the workforce through posting various signs and labels around the construction site. 
Workers can remember elements such as workflow, performance targets, and specific 
required actions if they visualize them” (Luegringet al., 2005, p. 4). 
 
2.7.4 The 5S’s 
 
FiveS’s Sort, straighten, standardise, shine and sustain: 
• Sort - Organise the work area leaving only the tools necessary to perform daily 
activities. 
• Straighten - Orderly arrangement of items so they are easily accessible to anyone 
who needs them. 
• Standardise - creating a consistent approach for carrying out activities and 
procedures 
• Shine - Keeping the work areas clean and swept to easily identify problems. 
• Sustain - Commitment to the previous stages, keep executing them. 
 
The 5 S’s is similar to the 5S housekeeping system that was used in lean manufacturing and 
is system of waste reduction and continuous improvement (Luegring, 2005). By having 
everything ordered and in its safety, quality and work efficiency can be improved. 
 
2.7.5 Daily huddle meetings 
 
Daily huddle meetings - Take the form of a 10 minute meeting in the morning every day. The 
idea is to give everyone on site a better understanding of what is happening and what is 
expected of them. This is a crucial component of lean construction as it aids the 
implementation of processes like defect identification and the fiveS’s. 
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2.8 Lean success in the construction industry 
 
It is evident that in comparison to the Japanese manufacturing industry or even sectors which 
have tried to adopt the lean production techniques construction has had limited success to 
date. For example a number of case studies examined demonstrated in what ways the 
aerospace and defence sector has so far had more success implementing lean principles 
including the fact that they have “used more of the control tools and techniques classically 
associated with the Toyota production system”(Butcher, Cullen, Hickman, Keast, &Valadez, 
2005). The main theme found throughout is the difficulties of applying a set of principles that 
were successful in one context to a completely different environment. Green (1999) argues 
that the people currently pushing the use of lean construction have “ignored the extensive 
literature that addresses the extent to which lean methods are applicable beyond the unique 
Japanese institutional context”(p. 22). Ballard & Howell (1998) hold conflicting ideas stating 
that the lean principals are ideally applied to the management of dynamic projects. Another 
recurring theme that has been brought up that is directed at why it hasn’t been as successful 
as manufacturing are not implementing the wider aspects of lean e.g. focusing on the 
application of lean tools and have not installed a lean culture.  
 
2.8.1 Success to date 
 
Orr (2005) argues that is both a large amount of research that demonstrates leans applicability 
to the construction industry as well as high level of understanding of lean techniques and 
tools within the industry. Orr (2005) also goes on to discuss the fact that there have been high 
profile success stories in the industry but recognises that lean has not lived up to its potential. 
There has been limited success to date in comparison to what people believed there would be 
when it was first brought into the industry. 
 
A case study of 12 Chilean construction companies who have started implementing lean on 
their projects over a three period showed that the average percentage plan complete (PPC) 
increased at an average of 4% each year (Alarcón, Diethelm, Rojo, & Calderón, 2008). This 
shows that the majority of these companies using lean principles started to achieve greater 
reliability in their work by meeting more of their planned dates. Alarcón et al (2008) states 
that in particular the companies struggled over their first year and that the companies joining 
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the survey late kept the improvement in PPC to 4% when it could have been more. Section 
1.2.1 based on the Toyota way Liker (2004) highlights that in order to maximise success in 
the long run, short term goals can be sacrificed. This shows the learning process can take 
some time and experience and management involvement and understanding is the key to 
successfully implementing lean principles. The other key factor Alarcón et al (2008) 
attributes to the success of the case study was the companies who quickly adopted a number 
of lean support tools ensured more complete and effective implementation.  
 
2.8.2 Adverse effects  
 
Throughout the literature the greatest criticism of the lean systems are based on human 
resource management. There is a belief that the success the Japanese manufacturing industry 
has had with lean systems is due to the fact that Japans industrial work hours are far too long 
in comparison with other nations and their quality of life is below a reasonable standard and 
not improving (Green, 1999). There have been reports of high levels of stress amongst 
Japanese workers which have resulted in deaths. 
 
There is an opinion out there that the construction industry is already operating to leanly and 
introducing lean principles to the industry would become dangerous. Dainty, Lingard, & 
Loosemore (2003) states that in Australia there are many operatives in the construction 
industry already working 60 hour weeks which can lean to safety hazards brought on by high 
levels of stress and resentment. “links between the use of lean production techniques and high 
levels of stress, the loss of labour autonomy and long working hours that have led to severe 
overwork”(Dainty et al., 2003, p. 290).  
 
The other concern is that at the moment construction projects are turning into more risky and 
unpredictable environments to work in so there is a need to be flexible, whereas lean 
principles are designed to make companies far more rigid. So what is considered waste could 
be a crucial overlapping responsibility in the long term. An example of this would be filming 
surrounding existing buildings before going to work on a project, it adds no immediate value 
to the project but if the company was taken to court for damage they did not cause it could 
save huge amounts of money and time. 
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2.8.3 Comparison to traditional methods of construction management 
 
Lean construction unlike traditional construction management is theory based. Ballard & 
Howell (2004) suggests that traditionalists believe that management cannot be based on 
theory as decisions made by project managers are based on context. Green (1999) reinforces 
the traditionalist opinion by stating “The notion that management techniques can be applied 
irrespective of context is in harsh contradiction to the long established principles of 
contingency theory”(p. 23).  
 
Ballard & Howell (2004) however argues that if a theory based alternative was seen as 
plausible it would be the better option because the traditional way can only be explained by a 
master and only certain circumstances can be explained. So for lean construction to be the 
preferred alternative to traditional methods it must display a theoretical foundation which can 
be applied at each level.  
 
2.8.4 Potential for success 
 
We must recognise that for lean production concepts to be transferred into construction at a 
construction project level “Lean methods are a departure from conventional methods and 
their adaptation requires changing the behaviour of people” (Ahmed & Forbes,2009, p. 133). 
There is strong belief that before attempting to implement any of the lean principles the 
correct culture must be in place with adequate experience and direction within the leadership 
group. Orr (2005) suggests that effective lean leadership is one of the main contributors to 
Toyotas success and that “the critical success factor for accelerating the take up of lean 
construction is contractor leadership”(p. 345). There is also a strong claim amongst the 
literature that many of the wider aspects that make lean so successful have been ignored 
when first implemented. So it is apparent that if there is any chance for lean to succeed in the 
construction industry the correct foundation must be laid in terms of culture and leadership. 
 
There is many different opinions on what lean ideas and principles can be applied 
successfully in the construction industry ranging from nothing at all to all systems will work. 
For example Salem & Zimmer (2005) believe the only major lean principles that can be 
applied successfully to the construction industry are: 
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• Customer focus 
• Culture/people 
• Workplace standardization 
• Waste elimination 
• Continuous improvement/built-in quality 
 
At this stage though it is clear the construction industry has not come close to the success 
achieved in the manufacturing industry but there is still a lot of development to go before the 
industry comes close to the development they have put in. Ballard (2005) states that it “is an 
ideal we've hardly begun to attempt, and certainly are far from having achieved”(p. 34). This 
quote like a lot of the literature suggests that more development is needed before it can be 
seen how successful lean can be in the construction industry. 
 
 
2.9 Literature review summary 
 
The barriers which disrupt the implementation of lean in construction stem directly from the 
differences between manufacturing and construction. This clearly demonstrates that lean 
production in its original form is a technique set up through years of development to suit the 
manufacturing industry. So to achieve the same results that have been seen in manufacturing 
the construction industry cannot just apply these same principles and believe they are going 
to bring the same success. Likewise the construction production system cannot be made more 
standardised like a manufacturing plant, this is demonstrated in section 2.5.1. 
 
It is obvious from the ways Genaidy et al (2004) points out in section 2.5.2 to 2.5.5 lean 
production techniques have been adapted for the construction industry that they are already 
formed out of necessity. This is because the original ideas and principles were just not 
applicable. So to achieve the same success out of lean principles as the manufacturing 
industry the construction industry must adapt and develop the principles over many years to 
perfectly suit the industry. This ultimately falls within the major principle of lean production 
shown in section 2.2.1 which is to sacrifice short term gain to set up the best possible system 
to achieve long term gain.  
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In order to have any chance of being successfully implemented in the construction industry 
lean principles must be set up on the correct foundations. This means that sufficient 
groundwork must be done in terms of setting up a culture and getting top level management 
on board before attempting to implement any of the lean principles. 
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Introduction to research methodology 
 
This research looks at how lean tools and ideas developed by Toyota in the Japanese car 
manufacturing industry have been adjusted to suit the construction industry and how they are 
currently used in New Zealand’s construction industry. The research is directed at answering 
the following question: 
 
How have lean production ideas and principles been adapted and implemented during the 
construction stage by main contractors in New Zealand’s commercial construction industry? 
 
It has been established that in order to adequately cover all aspects of this question the 
following objectives must each be covered: 
 
1. To identify how lean production was originally used as a management tool by Toyota 
in the car manufacturing industry. 
 
2. Identify how the original ideas and principles of lean production management have 
been adjusted to suit the commercial construction industry. 
 
3. To identify which lean construction approaches have been implemented by 
commercial construction management teams based in New Zealand. 
 
4. Determine which methods that have been adapted successfully and those that have not 
been successful in the New Zealand construction industry and compare the results 
with those of the manufacturing industry. 
 
The literature review revealed an abundance of information on the first two objectives but 
lacked the information required to satisfy the third and fourth objectives. Finding the 
necessary information to complete the final two objectives was heavily reliant on the data 
retrieved from New Zealand’s commercial construction industry. Figure 5 in section 3.4.1 
shows where each data sourcewas used to meet each objective. 
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3.2 Research design 
 
3.2.1 Type of data collected 
 
The research question indicated that qualitative answers were needed to establish the opinions 
and experience of professionals working in New Zealand’s commercial construction industry.  
When looking at the objectives individually objective four stands out as having a need for 
qualitative answers. Determining what has and hasn’t been successful will obviously require 
a process of gathering opinions of those that have used lean construction. Objectives two and 
three also required descriptive data in order to establish how lean has been adapted and 
implemented.  Qualitative data was therefore the most suited to the information needed to 
effectively answer the question due to the fact that certain aspects of the question require in-
depth opinion based responses.  
 
3.2.2 Influence of literature review on data collection 
 
The most obvious gaps in the research left after completing the literature review was in the 
objectives of identifying the lean construction approaches which have been implemented in 
New Zealand and determining which methods have been successful in the New Zealand 
construction industry. Although the literature had information on how lean has been 
implemented in the construction industry and where lean had been successful in the industry 
it did not look specifically at the New Zealand construction industry. This heavily influenced 
the way in which the method of data collection was chosen as it resulted in the need for 
opinions and experience of professionals involved in New Zealand’s construction industry as 
opposed to a general look at the industry as a whole. This obviously demonstrated the need 
for qualitative methods of data collection.  
 
The literature findings revealed that the success of lean construction is not quantifiable. The 
unique nature of construction projects and the factors that go into them make it impossible to 
measure the impact of introducing lean principles. This indicated that it would be impossible 
to answer objective four with quantitative data and backed up the need for qualitative data.  
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The literature also brought to light the argument of whether or not it is actually applicable to 
the construction industry at all and suggested it was still very much a matter of opinion. 
Green (1999) argues that the people currently pushing the use of lean construction have 
“ignored the extensive literature that addresses the extent to which lean methods are 
applicable beyond the unique Japanese institutional context”(p. 22). Whereas Ballard & 
Howell (1998, p2) On the other hand state that the lean principals are ideally applied to the 
management of dynamic projects. This further reinforced the need for opinionated data 
responses as opposed to statistical. 
 
 
3.3 Case studies 
 
3.3.1 Case studies as a research approach 
 
The research approach that has been selected to conduct the research for the project is in the 
form of case studies. The type of case study selected can be described as a critical instance 
analysis as it focuses on behaviors, what was done compared to what was planned, identifies 
contributing factors,  and  draws conclusions based on actions, processes and results.  
 
The spotlight of the case studies were focused on two New Zealand based main contracting 
companies in the commercial construction industry who have chosen to adopt lean principles 
and ideas into their processes. The two case studies looked at the companies as a whole to 
investigate their incorporation of lean principles into their policies, procedures and processes. 
The case studies also had a focus on how individuals applied lean production to projects each 
of the companies has undertaken. The reasoning behind this was to first look at the extent to 
which companies had adopted a lean culture and then how that had been implemented and 
managed on each individual project. 
 
The reasoning behind selecting two companies rather than focusing on just one was to ensure 
that the research is not only going to reflect one company’s beliefs in terms of what lean 
methods can be applied and what can be successfully implemented in the industry. It was also 
so that comparisons could be made between the two companies. An example of this was 
looking at how each of the companies had adapted lean tools and ideas to suit what they do. 
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Although this varies from person to person the largest difference is between two companies 
as there is communication of good ideas within one company. 
 
3.3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of case studies 
 
One of the key advantages the case study approach had was that it looks at the relevant 
research issues in greater detail i.e. the extent to which individual lean tools and ideas are 
used on site. By going into greater depth in the focus areas there was a greater chance of 
uncovering issues that would otherwise be left undiscovered (Denscombe, 2010). 
Alternatively using the survey approach for example, which skims the surface of a wider 
population may not come across some of these issues.  
 
By only focusing on a couple of instances rather than the entire industry the case study also 
allows the researcher to investigate relationships and social processes (Denscombe, 2010). 
Both the people and partners and the process sections of diagram 1 shown in section 2.2.1 of 
the literature review are made up of principles which directly relate to relationships and social 
processes. These sections account for 10 of the 14 original principles used in Toyotas lean 
production which shows the importance of relationships and social processes to the 
framework of lean production.  
 
The key disadvantage the case study approach has when applied to the research is the 
reliability and validity of generalization made from the research. Denscombe (2010) states 
that in order to overcome this, the research must show how the case is similar to others of its 
kind and remove any uncertainties. In the particular instance ensuring the company and 
project were not too dissimilar to others in the industry was crucial when attempting to make 
generalizations. 
 
3.3.3 Influence of research question on selection of case studies 
 
To completely understand how lean production principles and processes have been adapted 
and implemented there is a requirement to look in detail at companies processes, to identify 
how lean production principles and ideas are intended to be used. Also to gain an 
understanding of how lean production is implemented on site there is a strong need to look in 
depth at how it is used on particular projects. This case study has a greater focus on these two 
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areas whereas using a survey for example would not generate the necessary data to 
adequately cover each area. 
 
The aim of the case study was “to illuminate the general by looking at the particular” 
(Denscombe, 2010, p. 53). In this case by looking at two companies that have attempted to 
use lean construction in New Zealand’s construction industry a better understanding of how 
lean production can be adapted an implemented in the rest of the industry is gained. 
 
 
3.4 Data collection 
 
3.4.1 Data collection methods 
 
The collection of data to satisfy the case studies has been broken down into two areas 
document analysis and semi structured interviews. As discussed in the previous section, both 
the company and the projects they have worked on were part of the case study. Document 
analysis was used to first identify how a company had incorporated and intended to 
incorporate lean production in there systems. However only one of the two companies 
involved agreed to provide copies of their documents for the purpose of this research. A 
series of semi-structured interviews were then used to gather data on how lean construction 
set out by the company were being implemented by individuals at various stages throughout 
their projects. Figure 5 below show how both document analysis and semi structured 
interviews were used in conjunction with the literature to meet each research objective. 
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Figure 5 - Information sources used to meet each objective 
 
Figure 6 below shows simply how incoming data was evaluated.  Raw data was first 
transcribed into matrixes based on the relevant interview sections to form sanitized data. 
Findings were then drawn from the sanitized data. Findings were analyzed in terms of 
common themes and ideas. Analysis was aided by comparisons made between the two 
companies and comparisons drawn from the literature. From there summaries were made as 
to how each company is using lean construction in the New Zealand construction industry.  
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Figure 6 - How incoming data was assessed 
 
3.4.2 Document analysis 
 
Document analysis was chosen as it gives a good picture of what a company’s core beliefs 
and common practices are. There are vast amounts of information on how companies use 
management techniques and plan to implement them within the documents they hold e.g. 
meeting minutes. However the types of documents used for this research only includes lean 
specific documents including: 
 
• Weekly production plan sheets 
• PPC Evaluation sheet 
• Subcontractor evaluation sheet 
• Five week lookahead programme 
 
Access to this data required authorization from both of the companies involved but as 
previously stated only one company agreed to provide the documents. Documents were 
retrieved on the second visit to the company’s main offices and onsite visits. As a lot of the 
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data taken from the documents contains commercially sensitive information names and 
locations have been removed or replaced.  
 
3.4.3 Interviews 
 
Denscombe (2010) states that the appropriate time to use interviews as a method of data 
collection is when the researcher needs to gain an understanding of complex phenomena such 
as people’s opinions and experiences rather than just straight forward factual information.  As 
the two objectives which need to be covered most by the research approach relate to the 
implementation and success of lean construction throughout New Zealand’s commercial 
construction industry, information needed to be drawn from the opinions and experiences of 
those who know the industry best.  
 
Semi structured interviews were selected due to the fact that in order to get the necessary data 
several points needed to be covered in each interview so the majority of questions were 
structured beforehand. However in order to get the right detail or depth of response there was 
flexibility used in terms of using subsequent questions and additional questions. Four 
interviews for each project were used to get a picture of how lean management techniques 
were intended to be used on the project, how they were being implemented and how effective 
they were.  
 
3.4.4 Participant selection 
 
Because the research question is aimed at main contractors and how lean has been 
implemented during the construction stages the ideal interview participants were site 
managers and project managers who use lean construction. Site managers and project 
managers are responsible for implementing the company’s ideals at project level. They are 
best positioned to know what management techniques are used during construction and how 
they adapt and use new techniques. 
 
3.4.5 Alternative methods of data collection 
 
The only viable alternative method of data collection is the use of questionnaires in the place 
of interviews. The advantage the questionnaire holds over interviewing, is that it presents the 
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questions in a standardized structured manner whereas an interview can be affected by the 
bias of the interviewer (King, Maris, &Stockton,1999). To minimize this effect semi 
structured interviews were used to introduce structure to the interview but also offer the 
possibility of going into further depth where required to sufficiently answer the interview 
question.  
 
A major advantage to using interviews as opposed to other data collection methods and 
especially questionnaires is that it is much harder to gain an in depth understanding of the 
respondent’s perspective (King, 1999). When using the questionnaire form of data collection 
there is generally no discussion or personal contact with the respondent, questions that are not 
completely answered stay that way. Whereas with interviews used for a case study 
subsequent questions can be asked to ensure key questions are answered sufficiently. 
 
 
3.5 Chosen methods of data collection 
 
3.5.1 Advantages and disadvantages of document analysis 
 
Denscombe (2010) states the key advantages of analyzing documents as method of data 
collection are: 
 
• The availability of vast amounts of information 
• Enduring information that generally doesn’t go out of date quickly 
• Easy access to information. 
 
 The advantage this has to this research project is that it provides more than enough 
information to discover how companies plan to use lean construction as well as accurate 
information in terms of the companies systems and processes that most likely will not be 
changed in the foreseeable future.  
 
The disadvantages according to Denscombe (2010) are: 
 
• Credibility of the source 
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• Secondary data not originally produced for this research 
• May not be what the company actually does rather what they believe they do 
 
3.5.2 Advantages and disadvantages of interviews 
 
The major advantage that comes with the interview method of data collection is that the depth 
of information is greater than any other form of data collection due to the adaptable nature of 
the interview. Other advantages according to Bell (2005) are: 
 
• Can provide responses which would be concealed by written responses(facial 
expression, tone of voice) 
• The ability to investigate motives and feelings 
• High response rate 
• Data can be checked for validity as it is retrieved 
 
The obvious advantage to this research project is that interviews were taken in a direction 
which explores exactly how each individual had used lean construction while gaging their 
opinions of it. It provided the highest chance of all data collection methods of retrieving all of 
the data required in the right detail before the data collection process was over. 
 
Disadvantages include: 
 
• Large variations in answers and non-standard responses difficult to analysis 
• Interviewer effect (respondents answers effected by the researchers identity) 
• Time consuming collection and analysis 
• Interviewer bias 
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3.6 Sampling 
 
 3.6.1 Sample population 
 
The true population for this research is not New Zealand’s entire commercial construction 
industry it is companies within that industry that have attempted to implement lean 
construction principles and ideas. From that two companies were selected to perform case 
studies on the reasons for which are highlighted in section 3.3.1. The companies are referred 
to simply as company 1 and company 2. The sample population for the purpose of this 
research was first determined by the number of participants within those companies able to 
field interview questions on the company’s lean construction policies.As outlined in section 
3.4.4 the ideal participants consisted of project managers and site managers.  
 
However only two companies within the New Zealand construction industry were identified 
as users of lean construction at a level which would satisfy this piece of research. This limited 
the total number of interviews conducted to how many each of these two companies were 
willing to give. This determined that a total of six interviews were conducted one from 
company 1 and five from company 2.  
 
 3.6.2 Sampling approach 
 
The sampling approach used can be described as purposive sampling or judgmental sampling 
approach. The two companies deemed by personal judgment to best represented the 
companies using lean construction and the commercial construction industry were selected. 
In this case the two companies selected were the only companies deemed to actual use more 
than one aspect of lean construction. They were deemed to be an adequate representation of 
the population as they varied greatly in size but both were considered main contractors 
working exclusively in the commercial construction industry. 
 
The literature review suggested that most companies had only partially adopted lean 
techniques and very few have adopted an entirely lean culture. Ballard (2005) states that it “is 
an ideal we've hardly begun to attempt, and certainly are far from having achieved” (p. 34). 
Salem& Zimmer (2005) believe a reason for that is there are only five major lean principles 
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which can be applied to the construction industry. So the two companies selected were 
chosen to represent varying degrees to which they have incorporated lean ideas. 
 
3.6.3 Reasoning behind approach selection 
 
Ideally a form of probability sampling would be used as it gives the most accurate sample 
from a population. DeMatteo, Festinger, & Marczyk(2005) discusses the benefits of using 
probability sampling to achieve the most accurate representation of the population as it apply 
to all aspects of the population even those the researcher may not have considered. The two 
major reasons for not selecting one of the probability techniques for sampling were that the 
population frame was unclear. It is difficult to find exactly which companies in the New 
Zealand construction industry have previously and are currently using lean construction 
techniques. In order to draw the sample participants at random the entire population must be 
accessible. In this case it is too difficult to gather the details of all the companies within New 
Zealand’s commercial construction industry because there is no way of gaging how each 
company in the industry uses lean construction.  
 
The other reason probability sampling could not be used is that the population frame is too 
small making it extremely difficult to find companies that use it. In that regard the approach 
selected could also be described as convenience sampling as the companies selected were 
close to the only companies available. 
 
Purposive sampling was selected as the most appropriate method of non-probability sampling 
techniques, due to the fact that when focusing case studies on only two companies they need 
to be representative of the population. This ruled out using pure convenience sampling but 
also quota sampling was also ruled out because of the nature of the sampling frame. 
Purposive sampling was seen as the approach that gave best representation of the population 
out of the sampling techniques remaining.  
 
3.6.4 Filtering techniques 
 
The only filtering technique that was used was to stop any possible respondents who also 
work outside of the commercial construction from participating in the case study. The reason 
for this is that answers given may be derived from another population i.e. residential 
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construction which renders the data irrelevant to this research which is focused on the 
commercial construction industry. 
 
 
3.7 Data management 
 
3.7.1 Method of data management 
 
Primary data - Interviews were recorded via laptop brought to each of the interviews. A 
database had been set up to store each recoding into its separate interview and within that file 
into its individual questions to simplify access. Each question was recorded separately during 
the interview and all questions were stored during the interview in the database set up. From 
the database recorded data was then transcribed into sanitized data and allocated to its 
individual coded response category.  
 
Secondary data - Once all document analysis data was collected it was transcribed into 
relevant themes and ideas then summarized. The raw data from the document analysis and 
sanitized data from the interviews are stored in the appendices of this research report. 
 
3.7.2 Coding 
 
Basic coding was used but only responses to the structured interview questions in order to 
simplify the recording process. Coding appears in this format: C2M4 which identifies the 
company and the manager and C2M4Q2 which also identifies the question.  
 
The C standing for company which is either C1 or C2 standing for company one and 
company two respectively. M stands for manager. Each manager has been allocated a number 
for comparative purposes e.g. in regards to questions three and four C1M1 said….. whereas 
C1M2 said…...  
 
Q stands for the predetermined structured question number. 
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3.7.3 Manipulation of data 
 
Data has only been manipulated to the point where information given by the respondents that 
is off topic and does not relate to the questions asked or a relevant research issue has been left 
out of the sanitized data. 
 
3.7.4 Data storage 
 
As suggested by Denscombe (2010) data should be immediately backed up to protect it. In 
this case documents are copied with the originals being stored immediately and the 
interviews recorded on the computer stored on a CD disk. 
 
Documentation data copied before being filled into its relevant sections then stored. None of 
the original documentation data was presented in the research due to its commercially 
sensitive nature and was stored separate from all other data. Before interviews were 
transcribed the originals were put on a CD disk and stored separate from the computer. Data 
storage on the disk remained broken down into its interview and then within that its question. 
 
3.7.5 Respondents review 
 
Interview participants were given the option at the end of the interview of whether or not they 
would like to view results influenced by their input. Email addresses were taken from any 
participants wanting the results and when the data was summarized it was sent out to each of 
those participants. Email addresses are kept separate from interview data in order to keep 
identities confidential.  
 
 
3.8 Reliability and validity 
 
3.8.1 Sampling frame 
 
The companies selected to take part in this case study represent a very small population of 
New Zealand’s commercial construction industry but represent a large portion of lean 
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construction users in the industry. As they are two of only a few known companies that have 
actually practiced lean construction they make up a large portion of the actual population. 
Therefore the sample frame is a good representation of the population. 
 
3.8.2 Interview response rate and credibility 
 
As stated in section 3.6.1 the two companies used in this research were the only two 
companies deemed appropriate for this research. So the amount of interviews taken was 
solely determined by the amount that they chose to provide.  
 
Company 1 was very small and the managing director felt that he was only comfortable doing 
the interviews if he was the only one to participate. He was however willing to provide any 
documents he believed would help this research. As stated in section 3.3.4 site managers and 
project managers are deemed to be the most suitable positions for interview participants. In 
this case interviewing the managing director was acceptable because due to the size of the 
company he was also worked almost full time as a project manager. 
 
Company two was a much larger company. The participants were determined by the 
operations manager who again acted as a project manager on certain projects. This was due to 
the fact that he was the first person contacted within the company. He passed on a list of six 
project managers and site managers including himself which he believed where in a position 
to field interview questions on lean construction. Of the six contacts five were willing to 
participate in the interviews. The contact details were given in the form of email addresses 
and the contact who did not participant did not respond to any of the emails sent to them. 
Company 2 was not willing to provide any lean construction documents. This was due to the 
fact that by releasing this information into the industry they believed it may compromise their 
competitive advantage. 
 
There was no incontrovertible way of ensuring that the data given by the respondents is 100% 
credible. Instead practical methods of minimizing non-credible data suggested by Denscombe 
(2010) were used: 
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Looking for themes in the transcript - When analyzing the data common responses were 
identified to bring out themes in the data. This meant that the data was the product of 
numerous participants rather than relying on one source of what is real or correct.  
 
Check the plausibility of data - Before interviewing any of the respondents they are asked if 
they believed they were experienced enough and know enoughabout the company’s lean 
policies to respond to questions effectively. 
 
Check over the transcript with the respondent - This was done by running back over the key 
points at the end of each interview. Any questionable responses where checked and 
clarifications made where necessary. 
 
Triangulation - To some extent triangulation was also used. In this case the literature review 
as well as the document analysis was used to back up answers. 
 
3.8.3 Peer review 
 
A peer review of the interview was completed before conducting the interviewto refine 
questions. Structured questions formulated for the interview were peer reviewed by two site 
managers and a project manager all from one company who are currently working in the 
commercial construction industry. Each of the managers was asked to go over the questions 
and identify any:  
 
• Potential ethical issues 
• Questions that could produce un reliable answers  
• Question that made them feel uncomfortable  
• Areas of possible improvement 
 
Of these points only an area of possible improvement was suggested by a peer reviewer 
which was used during the actual interviews. It was a suggestion on how data was recorded 
from one of the questions which made it easier to evaluate. 
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3.8.4 Potential omissions 
 
The filtering of all companies who also work outside the commercial construction industry in 
New Zealand potentially could have led to omissions in the representative population. This is 
due to the fact that the work at smaller end of the commercial construction industry e.g. two 
story retail buildings, are not to dissimilar to residential construction in scale. So companies 
that conduct this work often also work in residential construction rendering them ineligible. 
Due to the nature of the research approach the two companies were chosen as they work in 
differing sections of the industry. So to overcome this one of the companies selected was 
targeted due to the fact they also work on small commercial projects. 
 
 
3.9 Research ethics 
 
All appropriate steps and measures were taken to ensure that a high ethical standard was meet 
and maintained throughout the course of this research. Before conducting any research an 
ethics approval form was filled out and signed off by both the research supervisor and the 
coarse coordinator to ensure there was no potential harm coming from the intended research.  
 
Before gathering any information from the respondents, permission was first given first by 
the companies involved. After gaining permission from the companies the autonomy of the 
individuals involved in the research was protected by informing the companies that the 
individuals must also give consent and were able to decline involvement in the research. 
Information forms were issued to each participant giving them information on the project, 
what was expected of them and why they had been chosen. It also explained the confidential 
nature of the data collection. Neither the company nor the participant was identified in the 
report and there was no identifying features left in the data collected. After viewing this they 
signed a consent form agreeing to take part. All information provided by the participants has 
been stored confidentially. 
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3.10 Research methodology summary  
 
The method deemed most fit to establish the way in which New Zealand based main 
contractors have adapted and implemented lean production in the commercial construction 
industry is the case study of two companies who use lean construction. The case studies have 
been put in place to provide a background of how each company’s policies and processes are 
affected by lean production principles and ideas. As well as how lean construction is used on 
site by managers who are responsible for implementing the company’s ideals. The two 
separate case studies have been evaluated against each other to establish the extent to which 
lean management techniques have been used and what has been successful in New Zealand’s 
commercial construction industry. 
 
Collecting the data required for the case study was achieved through analyzing relevant 
documentation as well as semi structured interviews with project managers and site managers 
working for each of the companies. The data was backed up as soon as it was retrieved before 
being summarized into relevant themes. A peer review as well as methods aimed at 
improving credibility such as reviewing the transcript with the respondent and checking the 
plausibility of data were used to ensure the reliability and validity of the data being retrieved 
were high. 
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4.0 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Interview participants experience and lean construction knowledge 
 
4.1.1 Sample background 
 
The overall sample population gave a good spread of construction management positions 
ranging from site manager to managing director. The sample participants consisted of a total 
of six managers from two different companies. The first company consisted of only one 
manager who held the position of managing director for the company. The second company 
consisted of a total of five managers,one operations manager, two project managers and two 
site managers.  
 
The experience of the participants ranged from 4 years to 26 years in the construction 
industry. With an average experience level of 12.7 years in the industry. Table 1 below taken 
from section 1 of appendix B shows each of the participant’s positions and experience. 
 
Table 1 - Participant background 
 1.1 What position do you currently 
hold within the company 
1.2 How many years of experience do 
you have in the construction industry 
C1M1 Managing director 26 years 
C2M1 Operations manager 12 years 
C2M2 Project manager 12 years 
C2M3 Site manager 4 years 
C2M4 Project manager  8 years 
C2M5 Site manager  14 years 
 
4.1.2 Lean construction experience 
 
Of the six participants five answered yes to the question have you heard of lean construction? 
and only participant answered no. The fact that one participant working for company 2 didn’t 
know what lean construction is in company where all managers are using lean construction 
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tools, shows that certain tools ideas are installed in the managers rather than trying to create 
an overall lean culture through awareness of lean construction.  
 
Although he answered no the participant uses the LPS on a weekly basis as did each of the 
participants from both companies. He also was aware of six of the nine lean tools and ideas 
that were listed to him. This showed that company procedure and policies can be used to start 
implementing lean ideas on site without the employees responsible for implementing it 
knowing what lean construction is. In this case company 2 has made it mandatory for project 
managers to use the LPS on site. This also shows that many of the lean construction 
principles and ideas can be used indirectly with the participant who was unaware of the term 
lean construction also stating that he uses many lean tools including reviewing the supply 
chain to remove non-value adding activities. The indirect use of lean construction is 
described further in section 4.3.2. 
 
It became clear throughout the interviews that the majority of the participants had an 
understanding of lean construction that exceeded initial expectations. Although the managers 
were not asked where they gained lean construction knowledge from many of them expressed 
it during the interviews. Four of which including the manager from company 1 expressed 
during the interview that they had gained much of their lean construction knowledge from 
projects they had worked in the UK where they believed lean construction was very common. 
The other area where lean construction knowledge came from mentioned by two of the 
managers was education. 
 
 
4.2 Awareness and use of lean construction tools and ideas 
 
Each of the interview participants were asked which lean construction tools and ideas they 
were aware of from a list which was based on tools and ideas identified in the literature 
review. The tables in section 2 of Appendix B shows what lean tools and ideas each of the 
participants are both aware of and to what extent they are aware of them. Figure 7 below 
shows that data taken from section 2 of Appendix B and adjusted to show the overall 
understanding of lean tools and ideas from the entire sample population. Figure 7clearly 
shows that some of the tools and ideas are far more common practice than others among 
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individuals practicing lean construction. Participant awareness of each of these tools and 
ideas are described further in the following sections. 
 
 
Figure 7 - Sample group awareness of lean construction tools and ideas 
 
 4.2.1 Last planner system  
 
Every participant involved in the interviews stated that they were aware of the LPS. Out of 
the tools and ideas covered in the interviews the overall understanding of the LPS was far 
greater than any of the others. Although how each of the managers used it varied from person 
to person, all of the managers from both companies used it on a weekly basis. There was no 
one who wasn’t a highly competent user, many using it for more than its intended purpose. 
How the LPS is used by participants is described further in section 4.4.  
 
4.2.2 just-in-time (JIT) 
 
Four of the six people interviewed stated that they are at least aware of the lean idea of JIT. 
Each of the four who are aware of it has also used the method.  The construction manager 
from company 1 stated that he had used it in the UK but was no longer using it here. The 
managers from company 2 stated that they currently practice it where possible but all of them 
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seemed to agree that it is difficult to apply to every job. The use of JIT is described further in 
section 4.5.4. 
 
4.2.3 Total quality management 
 
Of the six people interviewed four were aware of the term total quality management. 
Interestingly the managers in the highest positions for each company were unaware of the 
term. This term can be confused for standard quality control methods rather than in a lean 
sense. However two of the participants stated when questioned more about it that they had 
heard of it as a lean tool. Not one of the participants indicated that they were more than just 
aware of the lean idea and non-of them had put it into practice. 
 
4.2.4 Increased visualisation 
 
Increased visualisation was the least known of the listed lean tools and ideas with only the 
manager from company 1 stating that he was aware of the lean term. The participant from 
company 1 stated that he had only had heard of using building information modelling (BIM) 
as a tool to increase visualisation. An additional reason many of the participants may have 
stated that they have not heard of it is because it is also known as transparency as stated in 
section 2.7.3 of the literature review. 
 
4.2.5 The 5S’s 
 
Three of the six people interviewed were aware of the 5S’s as a lean construction tool all of 
which belonged to company 2. Of those three one was very familiar with it and two had only 
heard of them. The participant who was very aware of the 5S’s stated that he uses them where 
ever possible and believed that they mainly were about keeping the place tidy and having 
everything in its place. 
 
4.2.6 The use of daily huddle meetings 
 
Of the six people interviewed four of them were aware that using daily huddle meetings can 
be a lean construction tool. Again the two that were unaware of this term were the two 
managers in the highest positions for both companies. Three of the participants had only 
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heard of it as a lean tool one of the managers however was very aware of it and had used it as 
part of the LPS. 
 
4.2.7 Waste Minimisation 
 
All of the participants involved stated that they are aware of waste minimisation as a lean 
construction tool. Each of the participants seemed to have a reasonable understanding of it, 
with only two of the managers having only heard of it. Although most participants had heard 
of it there were many different interpretations of it. One participant believed it was a tool to 
improve efficiency where as another believed it was used to be environmentally friendly and 
to implement it he paid a premium to have it recycled off site. The varied responses are 
analysed in section 4.5.1.  
 
4.2.8 Continuous improvement 
 
All of the participants had heard of it but there was very little awareness of the lean concept. 
Interestingly one of the managers stated that he believed that by using the LPS he believed he 
was using continuous improvement. The links between the LPS and continuous improvement 
are shown in figure 10 and outlined further in section 4.4.2. Another two managers stated that 
they practiced it on their sites but when asked to explain further one of the managers stated 
that he believed it was about measuring where you are at and putting in systems to improve 
that. This explanation leads to the belief that although the reasons behind using continuous 
improvement could be driven by lean practices it could equally be put in place as standard 
good practice. 
 
In section 2.5.5 it outlines Genaidy et al (2004) suggestion that continuous improvement is 
executed in construction through increased subcontractor involvement and more specifically 
the use of daily huddle meetings as an implementation tool. This allows subcontractors have 
greater input and address more issues. Figure 7 above shows that similarity between the 
awareness and use of both the lean idea of continuous improvement and daily huddle 
meetings amongst the managers. 
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4.2.9 Supply chain management 
 
Again all of the participants stated that they had at least heard of it. However interpretations 
varied from those shown in section 2.5.3 of the literature review which suggests that a lean 
approach to supply chain management would be to identify and eliminate any non-value 
adding in the supply chain. As (Genaidy et al., 2004)section 2.5.3 suggests it is very difficult 
to install this process in construction and the supply chain management process amongst the 
participants who used it seems to be aimed at conformance. Two of the managers stated that 
they use it on their sites and that they rated suppliers and subcontractors on their ability to 
perform tasks such as JIT delivery. The suppliers that could meet there expectations were 
rated highly and used again. So a system based on conformance is used by both managers. 
 
4.2.10 The use of daily huddle meetings 
 
Four out of six construction managers had heard of using daily huddle meetings as a lean 
management tool. Only one of the managers stated that he had practiced it before. Like the 
manager who stated that he used continuous improvement as a part of the LPS this manager 
also stated that he had used daily huddle meetings as a way of implementing the LPS. Again 
the relationship between the LPS and the use of daily huddle meetings is shown in figure 10 
and explained further in section 4.4.2. 
 
4.2.11 Other lean tools and ideas 
 
The tools and ideas presented to the participants seemed to cover the sample population’s 
knowledge of lean construction well as the only other lean tool brought up throughout the 
interviews was the use of BIM. BIM was said to be used as a visualisation on a few unique 
jobs by the manager of company 1.  
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4.3 Implementation of lean in New Zealand’s construction industry 
 
4.3.1 Direct use 
 
When asked to what extent they used the lean tools and principles they were aware of on-site 
each of the participants stated that they used them where possible. However after stating that, 
each of them agreed that this didn’t apply to each of the lean tools and ideas they used. It 
appeared that although almost all participants were only aware of a couple of lean 
construction principles they used the LPS on every site and any others were used where the 
participant deemed that they were applicable.  
 
Direct use of the LPS stems from the company policies that it is to be standard practice on 
every site. Every participant implemented the LPS to various extents but each of them 
implemented the basic weekly project plan shown in section 1 of appendix C. 
 
The managing director of company 1 stated that JIT and continuous improvement were the 
other two lean tools used that his company implemented the most alongside the LPS. BIM, 
supply chain management and waste minimisation where also used but to a much lesser 
extent only on rare projects. He stated that the use of these tools and ideas was completely 
based his opinion of their applicability to the project. So the fact that the last three are used 
less is not because they are considered of less value to the company rather that they can be 
applied to fewer situations.  
 
With each interview it became clear that almost every participant belonging to company 2 
valued and implemented different lean tools and ideas. The operations manager stated it was 
every manager’s job to use a lean approach when managing the supply chain. He also stated 
that although there were no procedures set in stone, JIT delivery was considered good 
practice within the company. However only one other participant stated that he also had a 
direct focus on JIT and that it was usedonly on tight jobs where there was no room for 
material storage. One of the site managers stated that he had a specific focus on his sites for 
implementing the 5S’s and continuous improvement the other site manager involved in the 
interviews stated that waste minimisation was a focus throughout all of his jobs. One of the 
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project manager stated that he used daily huddle meeting in the head office as the QS 
manager.  
 
This showed that although the direct use of the LPS and to a lesser extent JIT was common 
throughout, the other tools and ideas were left to the discretion of the individual managers. 
This was based on past experiences and management techniques that they had found useful in 
the past transferring onto projects they are managing today.  
 
4.3.2 Indirect use 
 
The previous section shows that although managers directly implement some of these tools 
and ideas a lot of the tools and ideas used are driven by external factors outside of managers 
wanting to implement them as part of a lean approach to management. So although they are 
methods often associated with lean construction the use of them is often determined by other 
factors. An example of this was shown by one of the project managers who states that he used 
total quality management by using standard quality checklists built off a quality plan at the 
beginning of the job. So although he was using aspects of total quality management he was 
specifically using it for the purpose of satisfying company procedures. Another example is 
using JIT delivery for no other reason than satisfy a tight budget or because there is not 
enough room on site to store materials. Even though they are used for other reasons they are 
considered to be lean methods therefore they are categorised as indirect use of lean tools and 
ideas.  
 
It soon became apparent that it was extremely common that when asking participants if they 
had heard of lean tools and ideas they appeared to know a lot of them even the participant 
who had not heard of lean construction. Many of them expressed that although they had heard 
of the ideas they had not heard of them as lean approaches to construction.  
 
A lot of the lean tools and ideas that are used indirectly stem from the use of the LPS as 
outlined in detail in section 4.4.2. An example of this is the weekly cycle that occurs when 
executing the LPS which promotes the lean idea of continuous improvement. Figure 8 below 
shows the process. 
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Figure 8 - Continuous improvement stemming from the use of the last planner system 
 
Another reason why lean construction tools and ideas are used indirectly is expressed by the 
operations manager for company 2 who states that ideas like JIT are used within the company 
as standard good practice. He went on to explain that JIT was used because they didn’t want 
stuff lying around on site for security reasons and to avoid double handling of the material. 
This example is used in the same way as it would if it were being used for the purpose of 
incorporating a lean approach but the reason behind it differs. Looking at indirect use is 
essential to answering the research question as it identifies what is already implemented in 
the industry before lean ideas are introduced by main contractors. It also demonstrates what is 
already successful and can be further developed in the New Zealand construction industry.  
 
4.3.3 Unused tools and ideas 
 
Increased visualisation is the lean tool least used by the participants. BIM is recognised and 
used by a few of the managers to visualise the make-up of the building before work 
commences. However increased visualisation as described in section 1.5.4 of the literature 
review i.e. using signs and labels around site to increase visualisation of milestones and ideas 
is rarely used (Genaidy et al., 2004). Section 4 of appendix B shows the results of the 
visualisation section of the interview. They show that only two managers try to display 
sequences of work or key milestones outside of the site office but only in the form of LPS 
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production plans and excel spread sheets on the walls of smoko sheds. None of the 
construction managers used signage or labels.  
  
 
4.4 The last planner system 
 
Before conducting any of the interviews or collecting any documents the companies were 
both approached to seek permission to carry out those activities. When having the initial 
conversation with each of the two companies it became clear that the major lean construction 
tool they were familiar with was the LPS. In fact they believed that by executing the LPS 
alone they were practicing lean construction. This lead to the belief before the interviews 
were conducted that there was very limited knowledge about the other major lean 
construction tools and ideas that had been identified in the literature review. However once 
the interviews began it became clear that by introducing the LPS many of the other tools and 
ideas are also put in place. 
 
4.4.1 How the last planner system is implemented 
 
 
 
Figure 9 - The last planner system process 
 
Appendix C shows the documents retrieved from company one. Section 1 of appendix C 
shows the standard weekly production plan that is used by both companies. This includes a 
list of activities which were completed by the various subcontractors over the course of a 
week including activities that will not be 100% completed, this is represented by a percentage 
of that activity that should be completed over that particular week. These are agreed upon by 
the subcontractors before the start of the week. Unlike regular programmes this list also 
includes important activities which must be done by the site or project manager during that 
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week. The next column along explores any possible predecessors required in order to 
complete the work. This ensures that there are no unforeseen issues as to why the work can’t 
get off the ground.  This plan also shows the area the work will be carried out on, the 
company undertaking the work and the days the work will be done on. Once the week is over 
the managers then move on to the PPC stage before the next weekly production plan is made. 
 
The PPC evaluation starts by simply identifying which of the tasks were and were not 
completed. It then looks at the reasons behind the tasks not being completed which are 
selected from a range of common reasons. Any additional reasons are also commented on. 
All this is included in the weekly production plan sheet. Information taken from this is then 
relayed to subcontractors in order to avoid further non completion of planned tasks. There is 
also a column which is used to total the overall percentage of the plan completed for all tasks. 
This is the overall PPC and is used to evaluate the week as whole. All but one of the 
participants interviewed stated that they did the PPC evaluation. 
 
Figure 9 shows that this information is then taken into the next stage which is classifying 
each of the reasons for the work being incomplete. This is done on a separate sheet shown in 
section 3 of appendix C. It displays the main reasons for the work being incomplete during 
that week in graphical form. This is shown both on site and each of the company’s sites 
results are displayed in the head office. The reasoning behind this is that everyone can see the 
main reasons projects are currently being delayed. Personnel can then put in place the 
necessary preparation to minimise the risk of this happening on their sites. After this the cycle 
is repeated on a weekly basis but also in the form of five week production plans as shown in 
section 4 of appendix C. 
 
As figure 9 shows that company one takes this one step further by using this information to 
rate subcontractors and suppliers. They start this process by recording what percentage each 
supplier and subcontractor completed of their plan through the week i.e. their own PPC. This 
is then transferred onto a running spread sheet known as the last planner register which is 
shown in section 3 of appendix C. This spread sheet contains a list of all suppliers and 
subcontractors who have worked with company 1  and their PPC achieved every week as 
well as their main reason for non-completion that week. At the top of every subcontractors 
and suppliers column it shows their overall PPC. This overall PPC is used to evaluate 
companies and is the basis for whether or not to undertake future work with them. Section 3 
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of appendix C also shows that each weeks PPC is compared to 69%. The reason behind this 
this is that company 1 believes that if a week’s work or a company falls under this percentage 
it is unacceptable and further action is required. Only one of the managers working for 
company 2 stated that he had attempted this process.  
 
4.4.2 Relation to other aspects of lean construction 
 
Interestingly when asked about the lean idea of JIT one of the managers from company 2 
stated that it feeds of the use of the LPS. So by breaking the work down into what needs to be 
down every single week they are effectively breaking the work into smaller section so as to 
order smaller amounts of labour and materials. Section 2.5.2 shows that this is how flow 
variability must be managed in construction in order to implement lean construction.  
 
When asked about his awareness of daily huddle meetings another manager from company 
2stated that he was “very aware have practiced before as a part of the LPS”. These comments 
and more from the participants lead to the belief that many of the lean construction tools and 
ideas could stem from the use of the LPS. Figure 10 below shows by looking in-depth at how 
the LPS works reveals that its features promoted almost all of the tools and ideas identified in 
the literature review.  
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Figure 10 - How lean tools and ideas stem from the use of the last planner system 
 
Figure 8 in section 4.3.2 also shows the cycle created by evaluating and reacting to the PPC 
which starts to introduce continuous improvement on a weekly basis. As figure 10 above 
shows, the LPS also breaks the work down into smaller more concentrated sections of work. 
This cuts down on wastage by removing the possibility over ordering of materials and labour 
by evaluating only what is needed on a day by day basis. This also brings in JIT delivery as 
you only focus on what is needed for the week ahead rather than ordering in advance.  
 
Figure 10 above shows that by distributing weekly production plans and increasing 
subcontractor involvement and ownership it both increases visualisation and promotes the use 
of total quality management.  
 
Figure 10 also shows that evaluating PPC helps you to use a lean approach to managing the 
supply chain. This is only in regards to the way in which company 1 uses PPC to evaluate 
subcontractors and suppliers. By evaluating each supplier and subcontractors PPC 
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individually they cut down on those companies which cannot perform at the required level.  
Visualisation is also increased by evaluating PPC  
 
 
4.5 Waste minimisation and Just-in-time (JIT) 
 
4.5.1 Waste minimisation interpretation 
 
Waste minimisation is crucial to the lean construction approach but it is often used to some 
extent on construction sites along with continuous improvement and supply chain 
management as standard good practice. This is reinforced by the comments made by the 
participants when asked if theybelieved that it is beneficial for project managers and site 
managers to spend their time looking for ways to minimise wastage. All of the participants 
stated that this is beneficial. However reasons for this included that it is better for the 
environment and that the financial implications of wastage are greater than those of the 
manager’s time. These are both standard good practice but show that minimising waste on 
their sites is not necessarily lean construction driven.  
 
 4.5.2 Use of the 5S’s to minimise waste 
 
Although the reasons behind cutting down on waste varied from person to person there were 
some that had a distinct lean construction aspect. An example of this is the participant who 
uses the 5S’s tool for implementing lean who recognised that not only was there the cost 
implications for having excess waste on site but also by minimising waste it increases 
working efficiency and improves the overall building process. This ties in to the Sort, 
straighten and shine S’s of the 5S’s outlined in section 2.7.4 of the literature review. By 
keeping work areas clean and free of waste you can work faster but also identify any 
problems easier. Another manager had the same opinion stating that guys work faster on site 
because they can see what is ahead of them.  
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4.5.3 Waste minimisation in use  
 
One of the participants stated that the waste he attempts to minimise includes material 
wastage, non-productive time wastage and wastage due to poor design. When asked whether 
or not it was an effective use of site and project managers time to be planning for the 
minimisation of waste all of the managers stated that they believed it was. 
 
4.5.4 Applying JIT  
 
Two of the managers belonging to company 2 stated that they used JIT delivery in very 
different ways with two other managers both using a combination of both.  
 
One of the managers stated that he uses his supplier rating system drawn from the LPS to 
select suppliers based on their ability to perform JIT delivery. From there as opposed to using 
JIT he instead finds a balance between orders that are excessive and those which are too 
small. He states he does not use pure JIT because orders that are too small result in high 
transport costs. So in practice he use pure JIT on tight sites and tries to find a balance on large 
sites to avoid wastage occurring when materials are left lying around.  
 
In contrast to this one of the managers selects suppliers purely based on price. From there he 
states that he manages them closely taking them aside when it is necessary to encourage JIT 
deliveries. The same process is done where he believes that the can remove waste by cutting 
down on non-value adding activities. It seems however in reality that this is a commonly used 
approach throughout the industry but to a lesser degree, even for those who are not using 
lean.  
 
The other two managers that stated they use JIT delivery used a combination of both of these 
methods. They first selected suppliers based past performance rather than price. So their 
ability to perform JIT and cut down on non-value adding activities was valued more than 
their price. Then they apply a heavy focus on the supply chain is applied to ensure they are 
carrying out these tasks.  
 
JIT is one of the most common tools used to implement the idea of waste minimisation. 
Genaidy et al (2004) explains in Section 2.5.2 of the literature review that the way this has 
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been adapted to suit the construction industry is to cut work down into smaller sections. This 
controls demand levels and optimises production within each broken down section of work 
(Genaidy et al., 2004). Only two of those managers stated that they actively attempted to 
break work down into smaller sections to make applying JIT easier. It appeared that all four 
of the managers relied heavily on their suppliers when using JIT delivery. Much of the use of 
JIT was driven by having tight sites or accessibility issues on site.  
 
The managing director of company 1 stated that he had seen a terrible example of JIT 
delivery in the UK. He said that during the building of a large stadium JIT delivery was used 
to install all of the seats as soon as they were ready to go in after which wielding commenced 
above them on the stadium shelter resulting in large scale damage to all of the seats. 
 
It appears that in the case of the construction industry all out JIT delivery seems to be 
difficult to practice and in some cases not practical. The example of bad use of the JIT 
delivery system shown in section 4.7.1 highlights this well. As outlined in section 2.3 of the 
literature review lean construction management attempts to reduce variability’s which can 
cause waste whereas when applying traditional management methods there is the belief that 
variability’s are out of the construction managers control. (Ballard & Howell, 2004). This 
statement seemingly demonstrates that in the construction industry it is more practical to try 
and remove variability’s instead of trying to outright remove any potential waste. Which 
indicates that the manager who is looking more to achieve a balance rather than use all out 
JIT has is using the tool in the way which is best suited to the industry. 
 
 
4.6 Adaptation of lean methods and tools 
 
4.6.1 Adjustments to the last planner system 
 
Looking at how lean production has been adjusted once it has been trialled in the construction 
industry is essential to understanding its overall adaptation to suit the construction industry. 
As described in section 4.4 the main vehicle participants used for implementing lean 
construction is the LPS. When asked in what ways participants had adjusted and adapted lean 
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tools and ideas to better suit what they do most of the adjustments they expressed were to the 
LPS.  
 
Section 6 of appendix B shows the various responses to the question stated above. The 
managing director of company 1 has made the largest adjustment to the LPS described in 
section 4.4.1. He has done this by collecting data for subcontractors and suppliers 
individually during the last planner process in order to give them ratings for future use. The 
operations manager for company 2 stated they he had also began to undertake this process. 
This is an adjustment unique to the construction industry as in the manufacturing industry 
suppliers are usually well established and there are few variations. This adjustment is suited 
to the construction industry as it allows main contractors to identify the best suppliers and 
subcontractors from a large selection and remove those that create wastage or do not perform. 
The continuous selection of the best suppliers and subcontractors and the building 
relationships that come with that starts to standardise the process by moving the same team 
from job to job. This effectively creates leaner company. 
 
The same manager stated that he had introduced the use of graphs when evaluating PPC. The 
graph he was referring to was the pie graph which shows what the main causes of non-
completion were. The use of this graph gives all managers working within that company an 
understanding of what the main problems are that are causing them delays. The graph puts 
this data in a simplified form which managers can easily read on a regular basis.  
 
One of the site managers stated that he has maximised the potential of last planner since first 
using it by “pulling information out of subcontractors better and communicating through 
visualisation”. He also said that distributing the last planner to every foreman on a weekly 
basis has helped to increase visualisation and subcontractor involvement. After discussion 
with this manager the conclusion was made that it required very little effort and resources to 
ensure that each of the foreman had a copy of the weekly production plan. However there can 
only be benefits to distributing these plans as it reminds subcontractors what they committed 
to and the processes they must go through to achieve it i.e. what predecessors are needed. 
This not only increases their ownership but allows them to report any possible delays early 
on. 
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4.6.2 Other variations 
 
The operations manager for company 2 stated that that he believed that company 2 was 
already a company that embraced lean construction before the introduction of the LPS. He 
stated that they already implemented things like supply chain management, JIT and waste 
minimisation before the introduction of the LPS. So introducing the LPS was a way in which 
they have adjusted their approach to lean construction to suit what they do.  
 
Another adjustment was made because of a tool rather than to a lean tool. One of the 
participants stated that he now took information straight from his last planner meetings and 
emailed any issues through a programme called project centre to the relevant consultants. 
From this forum he said that any subcontractors or consultants involved with the issue were 
given access to a blog in which the problem is discussed. He stated that he did this instead of 
evaluating the PPC. This provides fast and efficient communication but there is no reason 
why this process cannot be carried out along with PPC. 
 
 
4.7 Applicability of lean to the New Zealand construction industry 
 
4.7.1 Comparisons to overseas use  
 
Throughout the course of the interviews it became apparent that most of the participants had 
previous construction experience overseas more specifically in the UK. Five out of the six 
participants brought up previous work in the UK and the other participant referred to lean 
construction use in the UK. It became apparent that this is where many of the participants had 
gained knowledge of lean construction tools and ideas. The participants expressed two things 
when discussing this topic. Firstly that lean construction is far more common practice in the 
UK and secondly that many of the tools and ideas that can be applied successfully in the UK 
cannot be applied with the same success to the New Zealand construction industry. 
 
The managing director for company 1 highlighted these points by stating that while in the UK 
he was aware companies that purely focused on one type of job and completed similar 
projects throughout the country. The example he gave was a company that only built 
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gymnasiums who had all of their suppliers and subcontractors carried over from job to job 
and they became very successful at it. Effectively they were able to achieve a lean approach 
by adjusting their processes to be more like manufacturing. They standardised the entire 
process so they knew exactly what materials and personnel would be needed and when 
meaning things like JIT and waste minimisation were easily achieved. Because the same 
process was repeated constantly they would be able to focus on streamlining the supply chain 
and continuously improving from job to job. 
 
The same manager went on to say that many of the lean tools and ideas discussed during the 
interview were difficult to apply to the unique nature of New Zealand projects and 
standardisation could not be applied. Due to the fact that New Zealand is much smaller than 
the UK standard projects are far less common.  
 
When looking at the New Zealand construction industry it appearsthere are opportunities to 
implement lean production in the same way it was used in the gymnasium example above, by 
attempting to make the construction process more like a manufacturing production line. 
Obviously there are less than those which are presented in larger countries like the UK. 
However there are opportunities like supermarket chains and fast food chains which have 
hundreds of locations nationwide were lean production could be applied in this way.  
 
4.7.2 Scheduling and planning 
 
Figure 11 below is taken from the data shown in section 3 of appendix B and has been 
adjusted to only show the lean construction scheduling and planning tools used by 
participants. It demonstrates that all of the participants use the most standard form of the LPS 
in the weekly work plan which was identified in section 2.7.1. from there only one of the 
participants does not evaluate the PPC and only two participants use daily huddle meetings to 
enforce these planning techniques. 
 
 Figure 11 - Lean construction scheduling and planning tools used by participants
 
When asked whether or not they believed that the
what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning every participant stated that 
more beneficially. The operations manager for company 2 stated that key performance 
indicators used before and after introducing the
completion times have improved greatly since its introduction.
 
One of the main reasons the participants thought that the
traditional planning methods was increased ownership and responsibility. One of the 
participants stated that it gets the subcontractors to pull the programme along rather than
main contractor constantly pushing it on them. Another participant stated that it has worked 
for them by giving more ownership to site managers and project managers. So it appears to 
create more ownership for both subcontractors and main contractors. 
reason behind this is that both subcontractors and main contractors are rated through PPC 
evaluation on a weekly basis for their ability to perform planned activities. These ratings are 
visible for everyone involved with the project to 
completion reasons creates ownership in the work. 
 
One of the participants stated that the
subcontractors working on the same interface talking to each other which avoids 
points. As programmes and budgets get tighter it is crucial to avoid hitting these stop points. 
He went on to state that in his opinion the communication is greatly lacking in the 
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construction industry. This was reinforced by another participants comment that it improves 
co-ordination as well as increasing involvement with subcontractors rather than non-stop 
planning. The LPS encourages greater communication by requiring subcontractors to actively 
seek out and address prerequisites as well as sitting the subcontractors down in a room 
together on a weekly basis.  
 
The only downsides that were expressed were the time in which it takes subcontractors to get 
used to it and there are problems trying to get subcontractors to turn up to last planner 
meetings with the required information. The participant who brought these up stated that once 
subcontractors are used to it the benefits are evident. So the system is suited more to longer 
jobs and subcontractors that the main contractor has had a long standing relationship with. 
The subcontractor must have the required information to make educated timeframe 
predictions so the main contractor must have a focus on driving subcontractor preparation for 
the meetings. 
 
4.7.3 Sample population opinion 
 
The overall opinion of the participants was that lean that lean principles were very applicable 
to the construction industry. When asked about the applicability of lean principles the most of 
the participants stated that they believed it was very applicable but then went on to point out 
that some tools and ideas are not. The manager of company 1 stated that “some are very 
applicable such as the LPS. Others are not because they are developed for a series of similar 
standardised projects such as in the UK”. Another manager stated that“most are but JIT is not 
for every site and the unique nature of sites means standardisation is restricted. Lean 
principles make good business sense and improve profit”. 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Lean production adaptation 
 
The success of lean production in the manufacturing industry makes attempting the same in 
construction a logical choice as there appears to be a considerable amount of similarities 
between the two industries.  Salem& Zimmer(2005) suggests both industries involve striving 
to deliver a quality product while having to manage complex operations as well as needing to 
earn money and stay competitive. Capó et al (2004) reinforces the idea of the construction 
industry implementing lean production by suggesting that construction companies need to 
adapt to techniques used by other sectors in order to survive in a competitive 
market.However the literature outlines the fact that lean production is specifically designed 
and suited to the manufacturing industry. Most of the lean tools and ideas successfully 
implemented in the manufacturing industry manufacturing cannot be applied successfully to 
construction projects which in comparison are individually unique in nature.There are several 
key differences including complexity, on site production and one of a kind projectswhich 
suggest that lean production must be adapted if it is to be successfully applied to the 
construction industry Genaidy et al (2006).  
 
The literature identified that already many lean production tools and ideas have been 
identified as not appropriate for construction projects. Many of which have been adjusted 
tosuit the construction industry. These are outlined in section 2.5 of the literature review. A 
key example of how approaching lean differs between the two industries is the controlling 
flow variability by cutting down work into smaller sectionsin construction rather than 
producing intermediate goods at a constant rate. An example of a change in implementation 
tools are the use 5S’s in construction where Kanban cards are used in manufacturing to 
improve transparency or visualisation. 
 
The findings show that each of the companies has done little to adapt lean tools and ideas 
from when they have started using them. It is clear however that there has been a lot done to 
make the LPS more streamlined and efficient as most predominantly used tool. It was also 
evident that managers had started to adjust what they do around the LPS such as using it to 
improve consultant and subcontractor communication.With one of the participants stating 
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that he maximises the potential of the LPS“by pulling information out of subcontractors 
better and communicating through visualisation”. Company 1 have also used the LPS to rate 
and rank their subcontractors and suppliers. 
 
 
5.2 Lean production implementation 
 
The most noticeable theme to come out of the case studies was that the two companies who 
both claim to implement lean construction principles where heavily focused on the LPS, far 
more than any other tools and ideas. It became obvious during the interviews that participants 
believed that although they did not directly look at implementing other lean tools and ideas, 
they were however implemented on their sites through the use of the LPS.Figure 10 in section 
4.4.2 illustrates how each of the other tools and ideas stem from the use of the LPS.The 
findings of the case studies showed that lean construction is implemented in New Zealand 
primarily through the most established lean construction tool the LPS,as Luegring et al 
(2005)stated it is the “most completely developed lean construction tool” (p. 2).It is obvious 
from the findings that the LPS has been implemented with strong success to date. One of the 
participants stated that“key performance indicators we use have shown that our completion 
times have improved greatly since using last planner on site”. The LPS was used by all 
managers, whereas other tools and ideas were used by only a small percentage of managers 
exclusively due to personal experience and preference rather than company policy. 
 
The case studies indicated that although participants were aware of both traditional lean 
production ideas such as standardisation and ideas adapted for lean construction like the 5S’s 
they predominantly used the tools and ideas which have been developed for the construction 
industry. It is evident that many of the participants had attempted to use standard lean 
manufacturing tools and ideas such as standardisation in construction industry with little 
success. The comments made by participants indicated that lean ideas such as standardisation 
and waste minimisation may be implemented where repeat work could be completed such as 
the UK, but the fact that in New Zealand’s projects are generally one of a kind means they 
are counterproductive. A participant from company 1 stated “the smaller unique nature of 
New Zealand projects means it is harder to standardise and things like supply chain 
management are harder to implement”. 
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The lean idea that participants claimed to use the most is waste minimisation and the most 
used tool to implement it is JIT delivery. However the following section explains that the 
findings in regards to waste minimisation are potentially inconsistent. The general view of the 
participants is that both waste minimisation and JIT are only applicable to certain 
construction jobs. Many argued that they are best applied to projects which have limited 
space or poor access and that this is where it is most practical to use these methods. This is in 
contradiction however to one of the managers statements that it is ideally used on large 
projects as well, as this is where the most waste can go unnoticed. This is reinforced in the 
literature with a description of JIT in construction stating“Just-in-time is based on the concept 
that inventories are not valuable and should be regarded as waste; accordingly, units should 
be available only when required” (Genaidy, 2006, p. 169).  
 
The same participant went on to state “we try to find the balance between orders that are 
excessive and orders that are to small resulting in extra transport costs”. This appears to be 
the most practical way of applying JIT to the construction industry however it was only 
executed by one participant. The significance of these findings is that it appears that the New 
Zealand construction industry has not yet fully embraced and implemented waste 
minimisation or its most common implementation tool, to the extent LPS has been embraced 
and implemented. It also looks as if each of the other lean tools and ideas identified in the 
literature are implemented to a lesser extent again. 
 
 
5.3 Inconsistent and insignificant findings  
 
The most obvious inconsistency identified in the findings was the awareness of the lean ideas 
of supply chain management, waste minimisation and continuous improvement. The results 
showed that the interpretations of what waste minimisation was varied between most 
participants. This appears to be a result of participant’s use of the idea as standard good 
practice rather than being driven by lean influences. The same can be said about continuous 
improvement and supply chain management. Although the results show that there are 
reasonably high numbers for those that are aware and use these ideas these cannot be 
considered accurate findings as the majority of the managers do not use it in a lean sense. As 
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this research is aimed only at how lean is applied through specifically designed tools or 
conscious lean management decisions. 
 
Some of the findings within sections 4 and 5 of Appendix B are insignificant to this research. 
This includes the checklists with predetermined answers for what site visualisation tools are 
used and what waste minimisation tools are used. This is again due to the fact that these 
methods are used as standard good practice rather than for lean purposes. It was established 
that none of the predetermined visualisation answers were used for lean purposes and only a 
select few of the predetermined waste minimisation answers were used for lean purposes. 
Generally each of the lean ideas was implemented through other means. 
 
 
5.4 Research limitations 
 
This research is limited by the fact that it is based on the practices of only two main 
contractors in New Zealand’s commercial construction industry. It therefore does not 
represent how the entire industry would adapt and implement lean principles and the success 
they could achieve. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
6.1 Conclusions drawn 
 
The literature has shown that the lean principles used in manufacturing cannot be directly 
applied to the constructiondue tokey differences between the two industries. The way in 
which the original lean principles have been adapted is dictated by the three main differences 
between the two industries ofcomplexity, on site production and one of a kind projects. Many 
of the original ideas developed for standardised processes are alternated in a way which 
allows them to be applied to more complex projects and projects which are each unique from 
one another. With an obvious example being how flow variability is controlled. In 
manufacturing it is by producing intermediate goods at a constant rate whereas in 
construction it is breaking down work into smaller sections to manage material and labour 
requirements closely. The case studies provided evidence that the tools developed for 
construction were the most successful. Tools developed specifically for construction such as 
the 5S’s andoriginal tools that have been modified for the industry such as JIT, are the most 
used by New Zealand based main contractors.  
 
The LPS appears to be the lean implementation tool that is the most regularly applied to the 
New Zealand construction industry as well as being by far the most successful. By using the 
LPS tool both of the companies looked to be implementing almost all of the key lean ideas to 
various extents. The research therefore indicates that the LPS is the vehicle used most 
commonly by main contractors to implement lean construction in the New Zealand’s 
commercial construction industry. Other lean construction tools are implemented at the 
discretion of individuals based on their own preferences. The findings illustrate that the lean 
ideas of continuous improvement, supply chain management and waste minimisation as well 
as JIT as a lean tool, are promoted to individuals by their companies but are not installed in 
their policy like the LPS. 
 
The findings of this research indicate that although many of the original lean production tools 
and ideas have been adapted to suit the construction industry there are very few which have 
provided the same resounding success shown in the Japanese car manufacturing industry. 
Although Green’s (1999) quote has some validity it does not seem to be entirely true“The 
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notion that management techniques can be applied irrespective of context is in harsh 
contradiction to the long established principles of contingency theory”(p. 23).As it appears 
that many lean tools and ideas can only be applied to specific projects of which they are 
suited to. However tools for implementing lean principles such as the LPS and JIT have 
proven to almost always be beneficial on every project and are very applicable to the 
industry. 
 
 
6.2 Suggestions 
 
These findings suggest that although there is potential for ideas such as standardisation and 
supply chain management to be effectively implemented in repeat work such as fast food 
chains and supermarkets, it generally cannot be applied successfully to New Zealand 
construction projects because of their unique nature. However the success of LPS and to a 
lesser extent JIT indicates that given the same time to develop, potentially tools such as the 
5S’s also share the same success. As there is very little downside to using these tools an 
obvious suggestion would be that they can be used and perfected to gain an advantage in a 
very competitive industry. 
 
 
6.3 Future research 
 
The most logical future research that could potentially stem from this report is a more in 
depth look at the potential individual tools and ideas have in the construction industry. From 
this research it is clear that only limited attempts have been made to implement JIT for 
example. Further research could take what is known about its implementation so far and 
continue to evaluate its potential in the construction industry.  
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8.0 APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Literature analysis matrix 
 
Author Title Key words Issues and themes 
Ahmed, S. M., 
& Forbes, L. 
H. 
Modern 
Construction 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
implementation, 
Management 
techniques. 
The origins of lean in manufacturing. Lean ideas and 
principles applied in construction. Comparisons 
between lean construction and traditional methods of 
construction management.  
Alarcón, L. F.; 
Diethelm, S.; 
Rojo, O.; 
Calderón, R. 
Assessing the 
impacts of 
implementing lean 
construction 
Implementation, 
Barriers, lean 
principles, 
success. 
How lean is implemented in the construction industry. 
Barriers to applying lean to construction. How lean 
can be applied successfully.  
Atkinson, P.  Lean is a cultural 
issue 
Lean culture, 
implementation, 
success 
How to create a lean culture. How culture can effect 
success. 
Ballard, G. Construction: One 
Type of Project 
Production System 
Implementation, 
success, 
adapting 
principles. 
Application of lean concepts to construction. Treating 
projects as production systems rather than a type of 
manufacturing. 
Ballard, G., & 
Howell, G. A. 
Competing 
construction 
management 
paradigms 
Management 
techniques, 
applicability, 
success, unique 
projects. 
Comparisons between lean construction and traditional 
methods of construction management. Whether or not 
lean principles are suited to construction. Which 
projects are not suited to lean principles.  How to best 
deploy lean construction thinking on various projects 
and how to develop it.  
Ballard, G., & 
Howell, G. A. 
Implementing lean 
construction: 
Understanding and 
action 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
Implementation,  
Barriers, 
Standardisation. 
Application of lean concepts to construction to 
dynamic projects. Differences between manufacturing 
and construction.Barriers to applying lean to 
construction. The difficulties with making construction 
more like manufacturing through standardisation.  
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Basu, R., & 
Nevan Wright, 
J. 
Total supply chain 
management 
Supply chain, 
adaptation. 
Achieving supply chain excellence through optimum 
use of resources and supply chain elements. How the 
lean principals have changed over time since being 
first being applied.  
Butcher, B.; 
Cullen, P.; 
Hickman, R.; 
Keast, J.; 
Valadez, M. 
The application of 
lean principals to in-
service support: A 
comparison between 
construction and the 
aerospace and 
defence sectors 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
success, 
implementation, 
adaptation.  
How construction compares with other sectors which 
have attempted to use lean construction to their 
benefits. Comparisons between the construction sector 
with the aerospace and defence. Impacts both negative 
and positive that come from implementing lean 
principals. 
Capó, J. L., & 
Francisco, C.; 
Hospitaler, A. 
Lean Production in 
the Construction 
Supply Chain 
Management 
techniques, 
applicability, 
supply chain, 
implementation. 
Applying lean construction as a production and 
organizational technique to gain an advantage. The 
application of lean to the supply chain on individual 
projects. How lean can be employed successfully on 
individual projects. The applicability of lean 
production to construction. 
Dainty, A.; 
Lingard, H.; 
Loosemore, M. 
Human Resource 
Management in 
Construction 
Projects: Strategic 
and operational 
approaches 
Barriers, adverse 
effects, 
implementation. 
How using a lean construction approach can have 
adverse effects in the Australian construction industry.  
Dainty, A.; 
Morrey, N.; 
Pasquire, C. 
The impact of path 
dependencies on lean 
implementation 
within a construction 
company 
Management 
techniques, path 
dependency, 
implementation, 
adaptation. 
How companies worldwide have used lean to date. 
The effects path dependency has on trying to 
implement lean construction. The effect organisational 
methods specific to companies that have been 
developed over time has on how new processes are 
learnt.  
Genaidy, A.; 
Paez, O.; 
Salem, S.; 
Solomon, J. 
Moving from lean 
manufacturing to 
lean construction: 
Toward a common 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
adaptation, 
barriers, 
Compares lean construction with lean manufacturing. 
The key differences and additional challenges 
construction brings. What techniques have been 
developed for lean construction. Whether or not lean 
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sociotechnological 
framework 
applicability. production is fully suited to the construction industry. 
Genaidy, A.; 
Luegring, M.; 
Paez, O.; 
Salem, O.; 
Solomon, J. 
The path from lean 
manufacturing to 
lean construction: 
Implementation and 
evaluation of lean 
assembly 
Adaptation, 
success, lean 
manufacturing. 
Lean tools 
Systems for measuring lean performance specific to 
construction. Comparing the techniques used in lean 
construction with those used in lean manufacturing. 
Applying lean to project based production systems. 
Genaidy, A.; 
Minkarah, I.; 
Salem, O.; 
Solomon, J. 
Lean Construction: 
From Theory to 
Implementation 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
applicability, 
adaptation, 
differences. 
Differences and similarities in lean manufacturing and 
lean construction. Whether or not lean production is 
fully suited to the construction industry. The 
movement of lean manufacturing to lean construction 
and how each of the key principles or ideas has been 
adjusted to suit a new environment. 
Green, S. D. The Dark Side of 
Lean Construction: 
Exploitation and 
Ideology 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
applicability, 
barriers, adverse 
effects. 
Whether or not lean ideas are suitable for the 
construction industry. The negative effects of 
implementing lean in construction.  
Jørgensen, B. Lost in transition: 
the transfer of lean 
manufacturing to 
construction 
Adaptation, 
Implementation, 
applicability. 
The transfer of lean production from the 
manufacturing industry to the construction industry. 
What has been lost when applying lean to a different 
context. What has been overlooked in terms of the 
wider aspects of lean. 
Lichtig, W. A. Lean construction: 
Ten key decisions to 
a successful 
construction project 
Implementation, 
collaboration, 
unique projects. 
How lean can be implemented through collaboration 
during design, planning and construction. Key features 
of collaboration aimed at minimising re work. Getting 
the most out of individual construction projects 
through the use of lean construction.  
Liker, J. K. The Toyota way: 14 
management 
principles from the 
world's greatest 
Lean 
manufacturing, 
success, 
adaptation. 
The original 14 lean management principles that have 
led to Toyotas success. The varying success of 
companies which have adopted Toyotas management 
principles. 
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manufacturer 
Orr, C. Lean leadership in 
construction 
Leadership, 
implementation, 
management 
techniques, 
success, lean 
culture. 
The leadership responsible for implementing lean in 
construction. The management of people and teams. 
Adapting to new management techniques. Installing a 
lean culture. The benefits to embracing lean principles.  
Rother, M. Toyota kata: 
Managing people for 
improvement, 
adaptiveness, and 
superior results 
Lean culture, 
lean 
manufacturing, 
success, 
adaptation, 
management 
techniques. 
How lean manufacturing was used by Toyota 
originally. Why companies have made limited 
progress and failed when using lean and trying to 
install it in their culture.  How companies can move 
out of old fashioned or traditional management styles 
to embrace lean production. 
Rozenfeld, O.; 
Sacks, R.; 
Treckmann, 
M. 
Visualization of 
work flow to support 
lean construction 
Lean tools, 
implementation, 
adaptation, lean 
manufacturing 
Correctly implement lean concepts in construction. 
Computer aided visualisation tools which support each 
lean construction requirement. Comparing the 
implementation of lean in construction with how it 
was applied in manufacturing. 
Salem, O., & 
Zimmer, E. 
Application of lean 
manufacturing 
principals to 
construction 
Applicability, 
barriers, 
implementation 
Whether or not lean production principles are 
applicable to the construction industry. What problems 
which arise when applying lean principles to 
construction.  
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Appendix B: Interview questions and data results 
 
Section 1: Participant position and experience 
 
 1.1 What position do you currently 
hold within the company 
1.2 How many years of experience do 
you have in the construction industry 
C1M1 Managing director 26 years 
C2M1 Operations manager 12 years 
C2M2 Project manager 12 years 
C2M3 Site manager 4 years 
C2M4 Project manager  8 years 
C2M5 Site manager  14 years 
 
Section 2: Awareness and use of general lean construction ideas and principles 
 
C1M1 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
Yes Last planner system x Very aware no the system 
JIT Just-in-time  x Have seen it in use and have used it 
Total quality 
management 
  
Increased 
visualisation 
x Heard of using BIM for increased visualisation 
The 5S’s   
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
  
Waste minimisation x Heard of it as a lean tool 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Measuring where you are at and putting in 
systems to improve that 
Supply chain x About selection of the right team to take from 
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management job to job. The right team for the right job 
Standardisation x Make it easier on site through standard 
production 
Other  The use of BIM as a visualisation technique 
2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  JIT, continuous improvement and last planner used where possible. 
BIM, supply chain management and waste minimisation are rarely 
used only on sites where they are deemed applicable haven’t used 
either for a while. Standardisation only used in the UK. 
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
C2M1 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
Yes Last planner system x Method of managing weekly production on site, 
fortnightly and 5 week look ahead 
JIT Just-in-time  x Created off last planner 
Total quality 
management 
  
Increased 
visualisation 
  
The 5S’s   
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
  
Waste minimisation x Being environmentally friendly (pay a premium 
to have waste recycled off site. Need for green 
star rating. Keep tabs on on-site wastage. 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Linked with last planner 
Supply chain x Managing the supply chain to get the best out of 
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management it 
Standardisation x Know of it as similar production  
Other   
2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  Last planner used on all of our sites. JIT no procedures set in stone 
but often used as standard good practice, don’t want stuff left on site 
for security reasons, also used to avoid double handling with pre-
cast panels and structural steel etc. we use waste minimisation on 
most jobs depending on whether or not we go with labour only 
contracts waste as managed much more stringently. Manage supply 
chain daily out of necessity as a management only company.  
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
C2M2 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
Yes Last planner system x Used as procedure within the company 
JIT Just-in-time  x Very aware used for just in time material 
delivery and have practiced this 
Total quality 
management 
x Heard of as a lean tool 
Increased 
visualisation 
  
The 5S’s x Heard of as a lean tool 
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
x Very aware have practiced before as a part of 
the last planner system 
Waste minimisation x Very aware. Practiced more in the UK 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Heard of as a lean tool and practice here 
Supply chain x Heard of as a lean tool and practice here 
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management 
Standardisation x Very aware. Practiced more in the UK 
Other   
2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  Last planner is used weekly. I have used JIT on a couple of sites 
(sky city) because there was just no room. Standard quality 
checklists built off a quality plan at the beginning of the job. Daily 
huddle meetings are more something a site manager would do. Hold 
daily huddle meetings with QS’s to plan ahead.  
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
C2M3 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
Yes Last planner system x Good understanding very competent.  
JIT Just-in-time  x Heard of and used to some extent not as much 
emphasis as last planner 
Total quality 
Management 
x Have heard of it as a lean tool 
Increased 
visualisation 
  
The 5S’s x Familiar with and implement them as best he 
can around site, Keeping the place tidy and 
having everything in its place. 
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
x Familiar with but not really used 
Waste minimisation x Look to improve efficiency 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Familiar with it 
Supply chain x Familiar with it 
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management 
Standardisation x Familiar with it as part of the 5S’s 
Other   
2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  Not all of the elements. A good focus on the last planner. The 5S’s 
are used for general management day to day management on site. 
Continuous improvement is a big thing we work on as well. 
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
C2M4 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
No Last planner system x Competent use it weekly and day to day running 
of sites 
JIT Just-in-time    
Total quality 
Management 
x Are aware of it 
Increased 
visualisation 
  
The 5S’s   
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
x Are aware of it 
Waste minimisation x Are aware of it 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Are aware of it 
Supply chain 
management 
x Are aware of it 
Standardisation x Are aware of it 
Other   
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2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  Last planner used on a weekly basis and PPC.  
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
C2M5 
2.1 Have you 
heard of lean 
construction?  
2.2 Which if any of the 
following tools and ideas 
are you aware of? 
Discuss the extent to which you are aware of 
these and other lean construction tools and 
ideas 
Yes Last planner system x Used weekly as a site meeting. Everybody puts 
in their input as to what they are to achieve in 
the following week and identify their 
constraints in achieving those things. 
JIT Just-in-time    
Total quality 
Management 
x Installing quality assurance plans. Using 
controls to monitor subcontractor quality from 
their first day on site until their last. 
Increased 
visualisation 
  
The 5S’s x Heard of it 
The use of daily 
huddle meetings 
x Heard of it 
Waste minimisation x Used regularly cut down on any waste 
Continuous 
improvement 
x Heard of it 
Supply chain 
management 
x Not used in my role but have heard of it 
Standardisation   
Other   
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2.3 To what extent have you attempted to use lean construction principles on your sites? 
Not at all  Discuss how often they are used on your sites 
Rarely used  Depending on the job. Last planner used on a weekly basis waste 
minimisation used throughout the hole job. With re-clads it is not 
the easiest thing to do. 
Sometimes used  
Used where 
possible 
x 
 
 
Section 3: Lean scheduling and planning 
 
C1M1 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of 
percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
x We have a strategic plan which is the programme. A 
collaborative plan with subcontractors is put together based on 
the programme. Last planner is taken from the collaborative 
plan. Daily huddle meetings are used to track last planner 
programme to find out if subcontractors are still on track. 
Daily huddle 
meetings 
x 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Gets the guys on site pulling the programme along rather than 
the main contractor ramming it down their throat. 
 
C2M1 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of x Last planner and daily huddle meetings are used on every site in 
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percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
Auckland to manage weekly production on site as well as to 
manage procurement and lead time items. Also to meet 
milestones and create flow for ourselves and subcontractors. 
Originally did do daily huddle meetings when we had our own 
labour in order to increase productivity but it is no longer 
practiced.  
Daily huddle 
meetings 
 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Key performance indicators we use have shown that our 
completion times have improved greatly since using last planner 
on site. Has worked for us by giving more ownership to site 
managers and project managers.  
 
C2M2 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of 
percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
x Last planner is used every Thursday. From there PPC is 
evaluated every Friday. Daily huddle meetings are used in house 
with QS’s and site managers take care of that on site 
Daily huddle 
meetings 
x 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Yes definitely. Last planner is all about communication which 
in my opinion the construction industry is lacking. It is 
important to get two subcontractors working on the same 
interface talking to each other so you don’t hit stop points. As 
programmes and budgets get tighter it becomes more effective. 
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C2M3 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of 
percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
x Between myself and the site manager we use last planner based 
on a 6 week look ahead created in Microsoft excel, weekly as 
well as evaluate the PPC. 6 week look ahead is used to give us a 
good visualisation on where we need to be and we also have a 
key focus on the critical activities off this when setting up the 
last planner system. 
Daily huddle 
meetings 
 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  It helps a lot to have agreed times and dates with the 
subcontractors. When everyone can see what they have to do, it 
identifies what are the prerequisites. Also without creating a 
blame culture we can start to evaluate what went wrong and 
why? 
 
C2M4 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of 
percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
x Daily huddle meetings are used in a way in which subies are 
talked to individually on a daily basis. Last planner is used to 
create a weekly plan and a 5 week look ahead. Let subies know 
what wasn’t done and discuss what happened with them. Daily huddle 
meetings 
 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
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Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Sets goals, greater co-ordination, gets better involvement with 
subcontractors rather than non-stop planning. 
 
C2M5 
3.1 What lean production techniques have been introduced into your scheduling and 
planning on your sites? 
Use of the last planner 
system 
x Discuss what is currently used on your sites and how it is used? 
Evaluation of 
percentage plan 
complete (PPC)  
 We do a 2 week or more programme. We thenmeasure last 
planner against vs. contract programme to see where we are at 
(as opposed to PPC). We use toolbox meetings which do not 
involve every sub trade. Daily huddle 
meetings 
 
3.2 Do you believe these methods would be/are of greater benefit to the projects you work on 
than what is traditionally used for scheduling and planning? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Subies take a while to get used to it but once they see the benefit 
in it you can have a very quick meeting. The challenge is to 
have the subies have everything ready before the meeting. 
 
 
Section 4: Visualisation methods 
 
C1M1 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x Display site hazards and safety requirements as you walk into 
site. Copy of construction programme on the wall in site 
office. Key milestones are often displayed on the white board Display construction x 
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programme in site office. 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
 
Display the sequence of 
work 
 
 
C2M1 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x Overall strategic programme displayed in the site office. Last 
planner is displayed in the subcontractor’s smoko room. The 
sequence of work is displayed on the last planner. Sequence of 
work and key milestones usually transferred to subcontractors 
verbally. 
Display construction 
programme 
x 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
 
Display the sequence of 
work 
x 
 
C2M2 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x Each of these methods is a good idea and is quite simple to use 
but I don’t currently use them. Used to display the sequence of 
works when working in the UK. Display construction 
programme 
 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
 
Display the sequence of  
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work 
 
C2M3 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x The usual signage for hazards and safety. A programme done 
in excel spread sheet a week in advance is displayed in the 
subcontractors office on the wall and our office. Also last 
planner sheets are emailed to all of the subcontractor’s 
supervisors and put on the wall in their offices. 
Display construction 
programme 
x 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
x 
Display the sequence of 
work 
x 
 
C2M4 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x Programme is located in the site office. Milestones and 
sequence of work is displayed in the last planner sheets and 
talked about in daily huddle meetings but they are not 
distributed. 
Display construction 
programme 
x 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
 
Display the sequence of 
work 
 
 
C2M5 
4.0 What visualisation methods do you use to make workflow, safety requirements, 
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performance targets and key milestones known to subcontractors on your sites? 
Display site hazards x Comment on how you use visualisation to express key points to 
all subcontractors on your sites 
Display safety 
requirements 
x Programme and last planner in the meeting room. Key points 
are displayed on the white board in the site office. 
Display construction 
programme 
x 
Display clearly key 
milestones coming up 
 
Display the sequence of 
work 
 
 
Section 5: Waste minimisation and JIT 
 
C1M1 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
Review the supply chain to 
remove non-value adding 
activities 
 Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
 Have heard of these methods before. For us we use 
collection agency’s that deals with sorting waste for us. 
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
materials 
 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
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Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Better for the environment, saves time and money getting rid of 
it 
 
C2M1 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
Review the supply chain to 
remove non-value adding 
activities 
 Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
 Select suppliers based on ratings given to them after each 
project going into a database suppliers are categorised into 
the good the bad and the ugly. We try to find the balance 
between orders that are excessive and orders that are to 
small resulting in extra transport costs. We use JIT on 
tight sites. Where sites are spread out it is important to not 
let materials lie around. 
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
materials 
 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Minimising waste will make us more profitable including 
material wastage, non-productive time and poor design. We are 
big believers in forward planning and by doing that we 
eliminate a lot of waste. 
 
C2M2 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
Review the supply chain to x Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
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remove non-value adding 
activities 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
x Constantly evaluate supply chain and have a list of 
preferred suppliers and subcontractors which is not 
necessarily cost driven. Heavy focus on the supply chain 
they are evaluated for both their ability to cut down on 
non-value adding activities as well as perform JIT.  
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
x 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
materials 
x 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Because its time and money and the time they spend on it will 
pay dividends. 
 
C2M3 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
Review the supply chain to 
remove non-value adding 
activities 
 Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
 We just try to reduce waste where we can in the supply 
chain. We select suppliers based mainly on price from 
there we try to install both JIT and their ability to cut 
down on non-value adding activities. Penalise 
subcontractors for excess wastage that must be removed. 
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
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materials 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Some of their time. Increasing efficiency improves building 
process. Being pro-active around sequencing improves 
efficiency. 
 
C2M4 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
Review the supply chain to 
remove non-value adding 
activities 
x Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
x Work closely with Carters taking them aside when 
necessary for non-value adding activities and JIT. 
Suppliers and subcontractors are selected based on past 
performance. Driven by task at hand work is broken down 
into smaller sections on specific tasks like when there are 
accessibility issues.  
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
x 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
materials 
 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Financial implications are greater for wastage. 
 
C2M5 
5.1 Do you use any of the following lean construction methods for minimising waste in both 
the supply of materials and in on-site production? 
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Review the supply chain to 
remove non-value adding 
activities 
 Discuss how you minimise waste on your sites 
Select suppliers based on 
their ability to perform JIT 
delivery 
 Selecting suppliers and subcontractors not really my role. 
Cut down waste by having less on site, when its on-site it 
gets put in place and only having what you need. 
Select suppliers based on 
how well they cut down on 
non-value adding activities 
 
Breaking down work into 
smaller sections to order 
smaller amounts of 
materials 
x 
5.2 Do you believe that it is beneficial for project managers and site managers to spend their 
time looking for ways to minimise wastage? 
Yes  x Why/Why not? 
No  Financial implications are greater and guys work faster on site 
because they can see what is ahead of them 
 
Section 6: Adapted lean methods and tools  
 
6.0 In what ways do you believe that you have adjusted or adapted lean methods and tools to 
better suit what you do? 
Participant Response 
C1M1 Using graphs to display results and collecting data per subcontractor 
C2M1 Pre last planner days we believe we used lean principles anyway so the 
introduction of last planner has changed the way we approach it. We have 
introduced the rating of our subcontractors and selecting them based on their 
rating.  
C2M2 Introduced last planner. Haven’t adjusted the system they use here. 
C2M3 Maximise the potential of last planner by pulling information out of 
subcontractors better and communicating through visualisation also helps. 
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C2M4 No use the systems that are in place 
C2M5 Streamlined by using a system called project centre so issues go straight from 
the last planner meetings to the relevant consults where all relevant subies can 
look at a blog like forum which is open to them and the consultants involved to 
view answers. 
 
Section 7: Applicability of lean principles 
 
7.0 What are your personnel views on how applicable lean production principles are to the 
construction industry? 
Participant Response 
C1M1 Some are very applicable such as the last planner system. Others are not because 
they are developed for a series of similar standardised projects such as in the UK 
where there is a crowd just building gymnasiums where they transfer everything 
from job to job. The smaller unique nature of New Zealand projects means it is 
harder to standardise and things like supply chain management are harder to 
implement.    
C2M1 Most are implemented indirectly. Most are but JIT is not for every site and the 
unique nature of sites means standardisation is restricted. Lean principles make 
good business sense and improve profit. 
C2M2 As margins get tighter it becomes more beneficial. There is a lot of wastage in 
construction so it is always going to be beneficial. Drive down costs drive up 
margin that is what it is about at the end of the day. 
C2M3 Big difference to manufacturing, if you can adapt to an ever changing 
environment it can only get better so there is a large amount of potential. At the 
moment it is improving efficiency when it comes together it will be pretty 
rewarding.  
C2M4 Last planner is very beneficial. Financially all methods make a lot of sense. 
C2M5 Things like BIM also are very helpful. Last planner has been very useful. It has 
a large amount of potential. 
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Appendix C:Document analysis 
 
Section 1: Weekly production plan 
 
Section 2: PPC Evaluation 
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Section 3: Subcontractor evaluation 
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Section 4: Five week lookahead  
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